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Talc is a common siliceous gangue mineral found in ore bodies beneficiated by 
flotation. Talc is a layered anisotropic mineral, with a mineral structure comprising of 
basal planes and edges. The basal planes of talc are considered completely neutral, 
while the edges of talc are thought to undergo a change from positive to negative at a 
highly acidic pH. 
Talc is highly floatable, requiring polymeric depressants to be added to flotation pulps 
in order to prevent it from entering the concentrate and reducing its grade. Various 
polymers such as non-ionic guar gums and anionic Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) 
depressants are employed for this purpose. However, the industrial use of these reagents 
is still inefficient. One of the factors affecting the performance of these polymers as 
depressants is the water quality of the flotation medium, specifically the concentration 
and type of electrolyte present. 
The objective of this thesis was to investigate of the surface properties and structure 
talc, and its effect on the adsorption mechanisms of different types of polymeric 
depressants in the presence of varying types of metal cations in solution in the context 
of mineral flotation. 
The surface potential of talc was investigated using rheological, titration and electron 
microprobe analyses. It was found that the rheological behaviour of talc is inconsistent 
with the premise that the talc basal planes carry no electrical charge. Furthermore, 
potentiometric titration measurements showed that the point of zero charge of talc does 
not correspond to the electrophoretic isoelectric point of talc. The discrepancy was 
attributed to the unsuitability of zeta potential measurements for evaluation of 











An alternative surface charge distribution of talc was proposed, whereby the basal 
planes of talc carry a negative charge as a result of substitution of silicon ions in the 
tetrahedral layers of talc with aluminium ions of a lesser charge. This was supported by 
both ToF - SIMS and electron microprobe analyses. It was also proposed that the edges 
of talc undergo a change from positive to negative in an alkaline pH range. 
The effect of talc surface charge distribution on the adsorption characteristics of 
polymeric depressants was investigated using rheological measurements. The effect of 
the presence of calcium and potassium cations on the surface charge distribution of talc 
and hence polymer adsorption was studied using surface specific ToF-SIMS 
measurements. 
The adsorption of guar gum onto talc was found to take place by means of 
hydrogenlhydrophobic bonding and was independent of the surface charge of the 
mineral particles. The adsorption of guar gum was found to take place primarily on the 
basal planes of talc. 
The adsorption of CMC onto talc was found to take place by means of electrostatic 
attraction to the positively charged talc edges. The adsorption onto the basal planes of 
talc was found to take place by means of electrostatic attraction as well as acid/base 
interaction with metal hydroxide species present on the talc surface. 
The effect of calcium and potassium ions on the adsorption of CMC as a result of 
solution interaction between polymer molecules and ions was studied by examining the 
using ToF - SIMS measurements. It was found that the adsorption of CMC molecules 
onto talc is further promoted by the chemical interaction between the polymer and Ca-2 
ions in the solution medium, which causes an increased amount of polymer coiling, thus 
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For over one hundred years, flotation has been an important process for recovering 
valuable minerals from ores. Flotation is a complex process that is dependent on both 
the mineral constituents of the feed material as well as the physical and chemical 
environment in which it takes place. The main challenge of flotation is to recover the 
maximum amount of valuable material out of ore, which occurs in small quantities 
(from a few percent to a few parts per million), whilst recovering the minimum amount 
of gangue which constitutes the remainder of the ore deposit. 
Talc is a magnesium rich phyllosilicate mineral that occurs as a gangue component of 
many base metal sulfide ore deposits around the world, such as the Bushvelt Complex 
in South Africa and Birchtree ore body in Canada (Shcousstra and Kinloch 2000; 
Muinonien 2006) among others. These ores are generally beneficiated by means of the 
flotation process. Due to its natural floatability, talc readily enters the flotation 
concentrate, reducing the grade. 
Furthermore, the geological formation of talc within the ore body is often such that it 
forms by means of mineral alteration of other siliceous gangue minerals such as 
pyroxene. This alteration process causes the formation of extensive talc rims around the 
non floatable gangue components, which renders them floatable by association (Becker 
et al. 2006). 
In order to render talc and other associated gangue minerals non-floatable, polymeric 
depressants such as guar gum and carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) are commonly 
utilised, particularly in the flotation of platinum group metals. Various studies have 
shown that the structural and chemical differences between guars and CMCs play 
significant roles in their effectiveness as depressants under different conditions. 










industrial situations. A number of studies have been dedicated to the investigation of the 
mechanism of adsorption of these polymers onto talc (as well as other minerals), In 
order to increase the efficiency of their use in the flotation process. 
Previous research has shown that one of the key factors in determining the adsorption 
characteristics of polymers onto minerals is the chemical composition of the water 
which forms the basis of flotation pulps. The quality of processed water is becoming a 
major issue for minerals processing operations around the world. 
Water scarcity in arid and semi arid regions such as South Africa and Australia has 
forced mining operations to drastically cut down on the amount of fresh water 
consumed in their processes (Marr and Petrie 2002), which naturally leads to an 
increase in the recycle rate of process water. Regions with abundance of water are 
forced with stricter environmental constraints regarding their tailings discharge, and are 
similarly forced to reduce their water usage. As a result of both of these effects, the 
water used in the flotation processes contains a much higher concentration of inorganic 
metal salts, such as calcium, sodium and potassium. 
The presence of these ions in flotation systems has been shown to have a strong effect 
on both the surface properties of minerals in flotation systems (such as hydrophbocity) 
and the interactions between minerals and flotation reagents (such as polymeric 
depressants). This thesis addresses the interactions between minerals such as talc, 
polymeric depressants and metal cations in solution, which is schematically represented 
in Figure 1.1. 
1.1 OVERALL OBJECTIVE 
To investigate the surface properties and structure of talc, and its effect on the 
adsorption mechanisms of different types of polymeric depressants in the presence of 
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Otlwr depressanl Iype" such as ,ynth~tlc 01' Inorgan ic d~pres,an1>, \\er~ nOl included in 
the study. The effect of po lymer degree of suh'hlutlon and molecular weIght were not 
invesliga led 
Dlval enl eakiuLTI lons ~nd mOn", ~knl polasslUm ions were cllO,~n 10 'ludy the df~et of 
ion, on bolh Ih,' SUrJ;lC~ prop-v-.,.Iies of talc a, wdl as mcchamSln, or polYIll~r a(\sorplion. 
C~lcium ion,> are commonly abundant in industllal recycled w~rer (Xu and Wil,on 
21~)n). The effect of olher lOn types as wdl a, the effect of org~mc con,timents of 
n:cyckd waler were nOI con,i<lcred. 
Various techniques \\ere employed to ohtain info11mt io n a, to the natur~ of the 
inl'Taction kl"een lhe lhree aboverOCntlOned t:1CWr>;, bulh ,ulface and bu ll.. solmion. 
Tl!r~tion ~nd z~w potential meaSUl'emento (noting their constraints) are Uoed to e,limnle 
the d,sni but io n of surf",," pnkmial of "kw York lak under vario,-" solution ~ondllions. 
Electron micropwlx' analy ,is i, used 10 eqimale Ihl' ch~nllcal composilion of Ihe lale 
,amples, allowi ng one 1<l (ktennll1~ ils Cl)',>laliLne ,>lroctUfe, 
Rh~olo ... ical measur~menls are us~<1 10 ,llL(ly Ihe mlef-parhcle inl~raclions withm lale 
susp~nslon'>. These rneasuremenlS, in conjunclion with litralLon and dedrophoreti~ 
m<:asur~Ll1l'mS arc' llwn used 10 nlracl inl<mnalion r~g:~rding Ihe surl:1Ce polenlial or 
ralc particle,. Rheolog:ic~1 lr..::a'UI'L~nel1t> are .11:;0 used to e,ami"" the effect ("If 
polymenc depressal1ts on laic mkr-p~rticlr foree' m order to dLlammc lhe imrradions 
belween lak parll~ks and lh~ polymer mokcuks, 
ToF-SI\1S ~]]~ly,i, is u;,~d to lnea>lIJ'(' the adsorption of lnofga'"c Ions ",> wel l ~o 
anioni~ polymers direclly on lhe surface of laIc, a, a func tion of talc partick 











1.3 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
The following chapter (Chapter 2) contains the summary of the relevant literature 
available on the subject matter. The available information is critically discussed and the 
main hypotheses which this thesis sets out to test are outlined. Chapter 3 contains the 
descriptions of the materials and methods used in this work. 
The results of the study are presented and discussed in three separate chapters. The first 
results chapter (Chapter 4) deals with the surface characteristics and surface charge 
distribution of New York talc in the absence of both polymers and variation in the 
concentration and type of metal cations. The surface properties of talc are inferred 
using titration, rheological and electron microprobe techniques. 
The second results chapter (Chapter 5) builds onto the information gained in the first 
chapter regarding the surface charge distribution of talc minerals in order to evaluate the 
effect that this distribution has on the adsorption characteristics of both non-ionic and 
anionic polymeric depressants. This is done by means of analysing the rheological 
behaviour of talc suspensions in the presence of polymers as well as rheological 
measurements of the polymer behaviour in solution. 
The third results chapter (Chapter 6) combines the information obtained in the previous 
two chapters in order to study the effect that metal cations have on the surface charge 
distribution of New York talc and the consequent effect on the adsorption 
characteristics of anionic CMC. It then examines the solution interactions between the 
anionic polymer and metal cations. This is achieved by means of surface specific ToF-
SIMS analysis. 
Finally the summarised discussion of all the results is presented in Chapter 7, where the 
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2 Literature Review 
The aim of this chapter is to present a summary of the relevant literature available on 
the subject matter of this thesis, as well as to plaee the work done in an appropriate 
context. 
The fundamentals of the rheology of mineral suspensions are presented and discussed in 
relation to the surface properties of various minerals, both isotropic and anisotropic, 
with specific reference to mineral flotation. The structure and surface properties of 
anisotropic talc are also discussed, with specific reference to its surface charge 
distribution. The adsorption characteristics of metal cations onto minerals such as talc 
and quartz are discussed, as well as their effect on the surface properties of these 
minerals. The different adsorption mechanisms of polymeric depressants, both anionic 
and non-ionic are presented and discussed, with specific reference to their behaviour as 
a function of the presence of metal cations both in solution and on the mineral surfaces. 
Finally, a critical review of the relevant literature is presented. The appropriate 
hypotheses are then put forward on the basis of the literature review. 
2.1 RHEOLOGY OF MINERAL SUSPENSIONS 
Rheological measurements are rapidly finding applications in the mineral processing 
industry. Rheological properties of slurries affect a host of different mineral processing 
operations (Boger 1999). Milling efficiency in certain mill types is largely controlled by 
the throughput of slurry through the mill, which strongly depends on the rheological 
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settling rate of particles as well as the compressibility of the concentrated slurry. These 
are necessary in order to ensure fast slurry settling times as well as adequate water 
recovery from industrial processes such as flotation. 
Rheology of suspensions is strongly affected by a large number of factors, such as 
particle size and properties as well as the chemistry of the suspension medium. For 
many disperse systems rheological research methods offer a unique possibility of 
studying the surface properties of the suspended solid particles. 
2.1.1 Rheology fundamentals 
Rheology is a study of flow and deformation of matter. The rheological properties of 
fluids are normally represented in the form of flow curves or rheograms, where the fluid 
shear stress is plotted vs. the shearing rate as shown Figure 2.1. Some of the more 
common fluid properties that can be used to describe suspension behaviour are its 
viscosity and yield stress. 
Viscosity is defined as the resistance to deformation by a fluid, and is generally given as 
the ratio between the shear stress and shear rate, at constant temperature. In the case of a 
Newtonian fluid, the viscosity is constant throughout the entire shear rate range. 
However, as can be seen from Figure 2.1, in case of non-Newtonian fluids (pseudo 
plastic, dilatant) this value changes as a function of shear rate. Therefore the viscosity of 
a non-Newtonian fluid at any point is referred to as "apparent viscosity". 
The yield stress of a suspension is the minimum force required for deformation to take 
place and is a characteristic property of pseudo-plastic fluids. Most mineral suspensions 
exhibit pseudo-plastic behaviour (Boger 1999). Yield stress is a difficult property to 
measure directly, as it requires the measurement of the shear stress of the fluid at shear 
rates approaching zero. A direct measurement method has been developed by Nguyen 
and Boger (Nguyen and Boger 1983; Nguyen and Boger 1985), which makes use of a 
















F;Kure 2, / - Rireograflls oj ,",,,iou,< Ivpes oj jluids 
Th is method Ilas heen s llcc~,"fu II y appl L~J to concentrated mineral suspension< of HI tra 
Ene p~rtldCl. However. whell deahllg "'ith particle suspensions of a si7e range 
CO mmon Itt notaT ion systems. lhi< llIC1hod bec",""s Ie" appropriate due to the lack of 
'<Cn<iti~ it y in rno<t laboratory m<lrumcnt, to deled Ihcar Ilrc"~n at ~uch low ,hear 
rale~, In ~ lKh ca~C'\. a rheolugica l mudd is apphcd to til<: tluid rhCllgr;Jlns. ~nJ the yielJ 
stres, val ue 1l1.1lhcmallcally eX l r~pobted_ 
TIle rhcologxal behaviuur of ps~udo plastic SUSJlCnsions of single phase mi""rai 
particle, IS high ly dq>endenl on Ilk: surface ch~rgc of lhe \u~pcndcd partlclel. Solid 
parlicle'1I1 a4uc'oul cnYironmen!~ arc usually electrically ch~rgeJ According to cl~ssic 
DL \'0 theory ( Dcrjagllin ~OO LanJ~u 1<.)41; V~n.v~y and O\ cmeek 1(48), tile d~gree of 
coagubtion of a susp,,,,,,,,n dq>end< on Ilk: rdallv~ llI~f;nitlodcl of the repulslVC 
c1Cclro:llatic force, ~nd IOC allriICl]\'C Y~n dc' Waals forces (in til e abs~lIce of otller 
attraC1l\'C torc~s such a, the hydropil<lbic fmce ) 
At hIgh Icyels uf surf"",' potenli~L the repul~ive fo rce, arc much ,lrunga lhan the 
aTtractiYe fOrc~,. <0 tile energy harrier r.clween particles force< the <u<pen,ion mlo a 
di,per>c'u ,late As Ill--: surface polenllal of the particles decreases, The redllced 
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SySTem stam coagulating. Wllell n", overall surlnL'~ cloarge. of loc partic le; lS 7C1"O. 
ck~tro,~1Ii~ r~p u lsion is ~b;enl and fa,1 coagulation prnails . AI Il\i, poillt, a continuous 
network of panicles is formed throughout 11", ,uspcllsion, which is rnal1if~;led by h1gh 
yield sln:ss v~ lue,. TI,i, phenomenon i.< g:raphLC'ally i Ilu,tmtcd in I' igu I\: 2.2. 
Eyuali()n(2.]) 
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Figurc 2.2 - ,)chcmaric reprc'~nlari()n ()f thc rhml,,~i,.,,1 behavIOur of iSOlropic 
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2. 1.2 Isotropic Ininerals 
As waS dis~usscd in the prcoious s~clio n , Ihe Sutl;1ce charge of mineral p~rlicles plays 
an impOl'lanl role in the consequent rheological behaviour of particle ,uspensions, 
Isotwpic p3nicks ar~ 3 good example of such b<.;lmviolLL Toc ddlning properly of 
i>Otropi~ min~ra ls is that an surfaces of such parlicles ~re created by bre~king tlK: s:lll'" 
bonds and the re-,ulling num,ral ,urfaces 3re borr",gnKllLs atl(i do nol vary as a funCtlon 
of po,ilion on lhc SurJ:ICC of a panick, Examples of such minerals ar~ Lif<'on and quartL 
Zircon consisls 01 uniform. tetragonal 7LrCOll1um si licate crystals "ith a homogenous 
surf~ee ehurg~ dislributlon (Subbanna ~t al. 1999l, 
Figure 2.3 - Terrag"nalsm,cI/fY~ '!f an isotropic zirc()n porti"'" (Bar/()w 100J) 
The surface- charge of ISotropic <L' .. d~ mincrals such as Lir~oll dmngcs as ~ flLnclion of 
the cOtlCcntration of potential (klenn iwng ions In solution. ill most cases. the pote t11 i~1 
determi ning lOns are Ir 3nd oJ-r ions, therd"re the surfac~ ch"rg~ chall g;~s 3s a 
Jimdioll of p/-l. As Ihc ;,uspension pH shifts li-olH Ot\e ~Xtr~1l1C to another, lh~ surlace 
charg~ of th~se lTImcmls undergoes a change from positive to negative, with toc po;nl 
whe", tl\e overJIl charge LS e'llLal 10 /.<:w " known 3s the pOlnl-ol~zero charge The 
,qlLiv~knt point ,,·hen mcasurcd LCla potcn(i~l plottcd vs. pH is ~qlLallo Lcro, is rcl"rred 
to as the L">eI~c1ric point 
As discLLss.;d ill the pr~,·ioLLs scclion, the yield Sti'CSS ofsLL'p"nsions 1!lcrcases with lhe 
decrc'a,ing ekcl",st:ltie repulsion hdween partid~" Thndnre, IlK: yidd sire-"es of 
suspensions or isotropic part Lcks ar~ low at (he pH v~lues "hcre thc surfacc chargc of 










yield Slress reaches J Is maxillium al Ihc isocicclTit poin( or IIx: 'u'pcnSlOns of i,,,(mp"-
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Figure 2.'; - Zeta pm.:ntial of zircon "u_'pensian, _,howing Ihc .m<l'('n".;vII iwd<,c/ric 
point alan); wilh thc yield "Ires, of zlI'con _""spen<ian, shOWing thc [!vinr of max imum 
CWIi'-U'(1l;. 'n !SuhhCIIlllti <'I al. j 9981 
(' iguro 2.4 ,flu"" lile yie ld ,I('es< Inea,;med to,. conccnllmcd ,U'llCl"ioll of i'Qlrupic. 
71 IT·on ia a, a fUl1C-!lOn "f pH _ ' I"he yid,i slrG>S peak appear< at p( ( '" h. which cOlTe,putld, 
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2.1.3 Anisotropic minerals 
The process of aggregation of particles in a suspension becomes more complex when 
the surface charge of the particles is anisotropic. In the case of anisotropic particles the 
surface charge varies as a function of the position on the particle surface. An example of 
such a mineral is kaolinite. Kaolinite is a I: I layered silicate mineral, the structure of 
which is shown in Figure 2.5. 
Hydrogen Bonds 
BASAL PLANE 
Figure 2.5 - Cl~vstaflochemical structure of kaolinite (Flegmann and George 1975) 
Unlike symmetric 2: I sheet minerals such as montmorillonite and talc, kaolinite has 
two types of basal planes, the tetrahedral Si - 0 layer and the octahedral AI- OH layer 
(Carty 1999). The tetrahedral basal plane of kaolinite was originally considered 
completely neutral, however was later shown to carry a pennanent negative charge due 
to isomorphic substitution of Si'4 ions with Ar3 ions in the silicon-oxygen tetrahedra. 
The presence of Ar3 ions causes a proton deficiency and therefore results in an overall 
negative charge on the tetrahedral basal planes of kaolinite (Van Olphen 1951; 
Kitchener 1969; Swartzen-Allen and Matijevic 1974). The octahedral basal plane layer 
of kaolinite, as well as its edges carry a charge that depends on solution pH. The charge 
arises from the presence of amphotheric OH groups on the mineral surface, exposed to 
the aqueous medium and therefore amenable to H-/OH' transfer (Carty 1999; Tombacz 
and Szekeres 2006). 
The surface charge distribution of kaolinite particles is shown in Figure 2.6. The figure 
shows that the surface charge on the edges of kaolinite particles shifts from negative to 
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tetrahedral particle faces remains negative throughout the pH range. At the point whcre 
the charge on the particle edges becomes positive, the electrostatic force between faces 








Figure 2. 6 ~ ( potential (~f kaolinite faces and edges as afimction of pH (Johnson et 
af. 1998) 
This implies that the point of maximum coagulation of suspensions of anisotropic 
particles occurs not at the apparent point of zero charge, but at the point where the 
attractive electrostatic force between oppositely charged particle planes and edges is at 
its maximum. This kind of coagulation process is referred to as "heterocoagulation". 
The rclationship between the zeta potential measurements of kaolinite and the yicld 
stress of kaolinite suspensions is shown in Figurc 2.7. The isoelectric point of kaolinite 
obtained by zeta potential measurement lies at a pH"'" 3.5, while the point of maximum 
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Fif<lwe 2, 7- Z~1a po/ent;al oIkaolinite ""'}lensions ,.ho<Fing the s!I,'lJens;,," ;sodeclr;c 
puinl "lung \Hlh Ihe yield Slr""s of~irC"JI 811"1"",,<iol1.' shmvin!; Ih~ poinl or",ax;"",,,, 
("(Jagldtllion, at dilkn'i11 solids cU>lcel1lralhm" (Johnson N af. 19(8) 
The reason for the isoelectrlc poll1l ~nd llw yiGld strGS, p:.,k no longer converging on 
lhe same val ue' is thm thG stntc "f maximum aggregation of tile suspension OCClLr>< nol at 
the isoclectric point, but at the poll1 l whG!'C lk attr"~ti,,c lurcc bd ... ~e n the posit ively 
charged edges :md neg:>tivciy dltirged bce, is ~ l its m~xiJlllLm , ca lLsing lhe s lIspension 












Anot llCr rCason for Ill.: dispanly between i>ockctri~ poinl mxl lile yield ,Ires, poim of 
bolinile l i~s 1n thc us.: of elecTrophoretic m~nsuremcllr> ro >tudy 111<' cJwrge disTribUlion 
of ~,"sotropic. 11on-sphencal p~rlid:, (c.g. koohni!cl. Eledropooreti~ n",~suren-.:onls 
make u>C of Smulochowki's cq twtion lDukilin and Ikrjaguin J\176) to convcl'l 
dcctrophor~ti~ Illi>bilily to zeta pot~nliaL Howeyer. Smulochowki's eqll:Jtion has ll.:e11 
denwd for sphenl'al, Or ",,:.r->pocrical, isolropic partidcs, Ther~ i, clI1Tcnrly no 
malll<"nnlicn i mOOe.1 tlJ:lr ~llows cakub tion of the /d~ pote11 1i ~1 val..., frex11 the 
Il",~sured electropllmdic mo b,lily for Ill.: plale-like ~lIIsol",pi~ mincr~ls. This" due 10 
bolh ~omp lcx hydrodynamic, ~nd charge h<:lcrC>gcll city of ,uch particlcs , 
SlIIce kaolll11le parl,c\c, arr lxlth plal~-likc alxl ~nisotrop,~. zeta pOlcnlwl IlICMurcnlCnlS 
of kaolinite Lllu,t k lI'eal('d as ~rparent a,xl c<x11l'arati v~ only (Lyk l etll.~ 19'"15). 
1.1 l' I~ OI' E ln l t::S ()F AN ISO n{()I'IC TALC 
"'> 'lIC11tio ned 111 the introduction, laic OC~lIrS as a ganguc lIlineml III the Il olalion of 
ba,~ metal ;;ulJld~ 01\' ocpo,its ~rOU11d The world (Sh co< ,,.stra a11d Ki11 loch 20(~); 
Mu ill0ni~n 20(lf» . A Ithough talc forms only ~ 1Il1ll0r pari of tllC gangue ~omponcnl s of 
the'ie ore< (k,,, lhan IO,};'), il lend, to hay~ n di,pwpoltionmcly large clrcct on rk 
~nLcie""y ofthc i1oMion procc% (Stee.11 herg a]xl Harri s 19:\4; ~uer' len~u et al 1999). 
2.2. 1 Crystallochemist ry nf ta lc 
TaiL lS a layered silic~le mineral tlwt co11, ists of octahedral m~g'Je, ium hy,\roxide 
, tmclUres ,andwil·ll.:d OClween shecl> of ,i licon-oxygen l~tm h edra, Tk lnycred tnk 
,heel, arc IIC \d toge.ther by " eak v~n de \Vaal, for~es (F\cgmann atKi Gcorge 1\175), 
T~I~ j, nn nni,oti'0l'ic mi'ICral ~,Jd the parlicle, exhih]t di,lmcl edge< and b~sal plane" 
Figure 2.X <how> lOC la, ~r~d SlI'uctUl\' of talc, pointing Oil! the chem iea I ,t,,]clure "f tile 
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0 Si" 
• Mg" 
FiXllre 2.8 Ctyslai chemi(,al ,lmcture ()f [ilk (Flcgmunn un,} Gcor)!,c /Vi 5) 
I ~k cTy'I~1s cnn abo Ix' rcprts<: nt~J geoll><:rric~lly, SflQWI ng 1m, (Nr~hedr~1 structure of 
the lop-mo,( , iJicon oxygen laya ~]l(l lhe ()ct~~dL"al , truc!ure of tOC lllllGr brucite la} ~j 
~, s!lQwn Ln r lgure 2.9, In 'oQrne ,"a,es. ,mall arnoollis of 1l10niutn or alUlnini'lIn ca n 
,ull,tillLle for sihcon m UIG iC1WhGdl'al b yer. whde calcium m~y ,uhstillLle for 
rnagnG,illln in Ih~ oclahcdrol brucite by~r (lker el aL 1997). 
Figure 2 y - Geometric- representation ol!alc tUlmhedraf and "Clahcdra{ILlyer" 
nle layered tl:lture of talc i, fu rtlkr ," [OCnt "hen obr.G1>'ed lIn<kr a scanning electrQtl 
miCTo,cope (SElvf). "hleh show, 11", sinoolh bosal planes of ralc ~l()ng the str:JlLfi ed 










(j\ ) (8) 
"'gllr.' 1_11! - SH..If images "f (A) basal plll"e a/a New York laic par/ic/e, (11) ",ige "f 
a New y",* wle parlicif (p"OIl1graphs h.~' I'der nm 8/llk/and, Ak"" N"hd) 
2.2.2 Surface charge uist ribution of talc 
Th<: b~s~1 pinnes of talc are hyJropl-.ob ic, WLlh a conlacl augle uf IJ '" 60" B~cause of 
thi, lale pm'lick, ed.ibir ~ high degree offlo~labllily_ rhe edg-~, of tak wa~ j()lmd 10 
lw.re a low COl1ffiCt ang-Ie of B '" 1 0", l-...wnn Ihe 1l01l-Z~'rO c'onlac! angle w~, a1l1ibuted 
to the impurilies on the' edge surf~ce_ (Fuerslenau and HLlaug- 2()O.l)_ 
It is wmmonly ,tall'u III mallY !,ublicnliolls (Sleenbcrg nl1d Il arri, I,)X4; Fue"ten~u et 
"I. 19~X; Idufri, el nl. 2002: f'u erSknau ~nd I luang; 2003) thaI th<: klrah~dml I"ye" "r~ 
fu lly charg~ compel1s~t~d_ Ihus rc,ndcTing lh~ b~,~1 1'1"-lIC' of t.~1c free of dCClrical 
charge On lh~ olhcT haml. tnlc edges are wnsider~d to posse" ~ negativc, "harg~ "' a 
rrsLlll Oflk cknvnge of ionic al1d co-valent \-..mus in !h~ brucik IJy~r. 
Based on e lee-trokil1ctic n-...'asurc'mtlll" llo: isoel~ctric po'nt of ta lc wa, ~stimaled to I~ 
at pI! " 2,) T"hlc 2,1 shows tbe isoclcctric point' oft:.Jic. which h",'c, hCTn oh!ain~l! by a 
llumlx:r of diftc'l'cm researchas h~sed on vanous ,ourcC, or i"lc. which ;lIu s!rat~s the 
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Table 2.1 - Isoelectric points (~f talc fi-om various sources 
Researcher Talc Source I.e.p Value 
Steenberg & Harris, 1984 Barberton, South Africa ::::: 2.5 
Morris et aI., 2002 Poole, England :::::2 
Fuerstenau & Huang, 2003 New York Talc ::::: 2.5 
Wang & Somasundaran, 2005 Unspecified ::::: 2.5 
Bremmel & Addai-Mensah, 2005 Australia :::::3 
A typical zeta potential curve for talc is shown in Figure 2.11, which corresponds to 
New York talc, same talc as was used in this study. The figure illustrates the position of 
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Figure 2.11 - r.~pical curve (?f zeta potential vs. pH/or NeH' York talc (Fuerstenau and 
Huang 2(03) 
Figure 2.11 also shows that the zeta potential - pH curves for talc are comparable to 
those of quartz (Brien and Kar 1968), where the electrical charge arises from highly 
charged silicon-oxygen tetrahedral structures. If it is assumed that the electrical charge 
of talc arises from the bond breakage in the brucite layer, it becomes impossible to 
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This discrepancy can once again be explained by the inappropriate use of zeta potential 
measurements with regards to plate like minerals. For plate-like particles such as talc, 
the Smoluchowski' s equation (which was derived for spherical or near-spherical 
particles) cannot be used to calculate the zeta potential values from the experimental 
electrophoretic mobility values. Therefore, in the case of talc and other plate like 
minerals such as kaolinite, zeta potential measurements should not be treated as 
absolute values, but rather as apparent ones with no specific physical meaning. 
Nalaskowski et al. performed a study of talc surface charge distribution by measuring 
the zeta potential on the basal planes and edges respectively using streaming potential 
technique (Nalaskowski et al. 2006). The cell employed in this study comprises several 
parallel rectangular capillary channels formed by finnly pressing the test surface against 
a grooved spacer which fonns the second side of the capillaries. The streaming potential 
phenomena in such asymmetric capillaries must pose all the theoretical problems 
similar to those in the movement of the anisotropic particle in a fluid within an electric 
field ( electrophoresis). 
The study showed that the zeta potential of both basal planes as well as edges of talc 
was similar to that obtained using conventional electrophoretic measurements, where 
the isoelectric point was detected at pH 3. However, the theoretical electrokinetic 
problems involved with the screaming potential cell when applied to anisotropic 
minerals are similar to those involved in zeta potential measurements. That, as well as 
the drawbacks of the sample preparation procedure employed puts the reliability of 
these results into question. 
The surface charge distribution of talc was also estimated from the floatability of talc as 
a function of pH. The findings of theses studies vary. Some studies showed that the 
recovery of talc by flotation was completely independent of pH (Rath et al. 1997; 
Morris ef al. 2002). However, Fuerstenau and Huang (2003) found that the floatability 
of talc decreased with increasing pH. However, none of the studies observed a 
floatability peak at the electrophoretic isoelectric point, which raises further questions 
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A study by Okuda et al (Okuda et al. 1969) examined the possibility that the basal 
planes of talc earry a negative charge. They employed a technique where the talc 
particles were contacted with a positively charged AgI colloid which could then be 
detected under an electron microscope. They found that the positively charged colloidal 
particles adhered to the basal planes of talc at both acidic and alkaline pH. It was 
therefore concluded that the basal planes of talc carry a negative charge in a wide pH 
range. 
2.3 EFFECT OF METAL CATIONS ON TALC 
The effect of ion type on the surfaces of various minerals has been widely studied 
(James and Healy 1972; James and Healy 1972; James 1981: Fuerstenau et al. 1988; 
Johnson et al. 1998; Johnson et al. 1999; Bremmell and Addai-Mensah 2005; Ma and 
Pawlik 2005). In order to examine the effect of ion types on the surface, the ions can be 
looked at in terms of their structure making / structure breaking properties. 
The structure making/structure breaking attributes of ions affect the mobility of water 
molecules in solution. Water molecules are in a constant state of Brownian motion. The 
time that a water molecule spends in equilibrium position with respect to another 
molecule is defined as the average retention time ("r). If ions are present in solution, 
their interaction with water molecules is different from that between the water 
molecules themselves. This causes a shift in the equilibrium, resulting in a different 
retention time (Tj) (Samoilov 1965; Laskowski 1994). The hydration energy (L\E) of an 
ion in solution can be expressed as a function of the ratio of the two retention times 
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Large monovalent ions with low levels of hydration, (such as Cst-) exhibit structure 
breaking properties, where 1j < 1. These ions are known chaotropes. 
2.3.1 Monovalent cations 
Monovalent cations such as potassium and sodium do not form charged hydroxide 
complexes and are common constituents of indifferent electrolytes. The major 
adsorption mechanisms of monovalent metal cations onto mineral surfaces is by means 
of ionic bonding onto a negatively charged mineral surface (Aplan and Fuersteanau 
1962). However, the adsorption of these ions is complicated by their water structure 
making/structure breaking properties. 
Alkali metal cations are generally arranged in a sequence that lists these ions from least 
hydrated and hence structure breaking to most hydrated and hence structure making, 
called the Hoffmeister series, (Cs - > K~ > Na- > Lt). Potassium ions have a relatively 
large ionic radius 1.33 Angstrom (Aplan and Fuersteanau 1962). This places potassium 
into a structure breaking category. 
The effect of structure making/structure breaking properties of alkali metal cations on 
the surface potential of quartz was studied by Ma and Pawlik (2004, 2006) using zeta 
potential measurements. It was found that at the same lcve I of ionic strength, the surface 
potential of quartz was reduced to a much greater extent in the presence of structure 
breaking K+ and Cs + ions than that in the presence of structure making Na + and Lt ions. 
This finding indicates that the structure breaking ions are able to adsorb more onto the 
surface of quartz, reducing its surface potential. 
2.3.2 Polyvalent cations 
Unlike monovalent ions, divalent ions such as calcium tend to be structure makers or 
kosmotropes (Samoilov 1965). Calcium ions have a relatively small ionic radius 197 pm 
and an even smaller hydration radius of 114 pm and have a high energy of hydration 










The effecl of div~lent ion' (Ca-1 and Mg '2) on guar gum adsorption OIl\O qu~n7 wa, 
sludied by Ma and Pawhk (2006). The adsorption den,i!y of gu~r gum w~, mea,ured 
hoth III di'lilled wala as "cll ~, Lll tn~ prescnc'C <Jf bolh Ca" and Mg 2 LOllS. Thc 
experiments "ere pc]tonncd ~t pH 5.2 to en,ure lhat no mctal hydroxy COlnple~e, were 
formed. It wa, found lhat thc prescnre of dLvalent canon, in ,olUllOll had no effect on 
the adsorption cknsiry of gll& gum (~lto quart", llldlcdting; that these ior~s did not adsorb 
onto the miIler~1 and tkre lorc h'llillo effect on it, S\llfa~e pmpenie,. 
Unlike monov~lent iom, polyvalent ions dtc able to hydroly'c wncn placed in a'locous 
,olutioIl. l'olyvalclll ioIlS arc tkretore able to undergo 'p<:cili~ chemical adsorplion 
onto a nlLr"'r~1 surface (ruer,tcnau el ,,/ 1988; Koopal 1992). The ad"lrl'Tron of 
hydrolys~ble poly"lknl c,llious is highly dependent on pll a, the alborplion of ions 
increase, with the itwrea,ing am<Junl <Jf hydroly,ed ion ,pecies (e g. C~OH- 'pecies 
formed Instead of C~" spe~le'). 
1972; James 1981). 
(Ahmed and Van Cleave 1965; .lame, and Healy 
In the case of div~leIll ~al~ium ions, the ~sorptiol1 take, place hetween pH 8 and pH 
II, wllh lhe ,harp ris.: inlne :><I"lrption value, oc~urrillg at pH valucs aoo\'e pH 10. 
"here tile llI<'ljorily of nydroly".,u calion, lonn, as sho" n in F ig\lre 1, 12. 
Tk ef[e~t of hydroly,ablc polyvalcnt L"']> onto t~1c was 'ludi~d h} Fu~r,krulU el ,,/, 
( I n~). by me~m of 7ela pol~ntial and batch Ilotation measurcment,. ~-1ctal c~tion' 
were fOund 10 adsorb onto thc Ininer~1 '\J]ii>t;c in the pll range where lhcy fomK:d 
hydroxyl c"'npl~~e,. It "as al", f<) urod Ihat tk adsorplion oflllctal cations such a, rc-' 
and Ar' ont,) tIK: ,urfa~e of talc res ulted Ln a significant incre~'e in the 7et~ p"tel1ti~1 of 
lal~ ,urfacc,_ renckring them [>O,irive in (he pH r~nge ,ign ifi~aIltly abme the app~rtIlt 
isocicctric [>01111 of wic in the abse nce of metal c~tion' in ,olUlioLl 1pH '" 1.5), Howc' cr, 
desrll~ th~ e\ll\cnc'c of c~lion ~dsorpliol1, the flo~tabilily of t~k w~, rdatl'dy 
unaffectcd. Th" tact was used 10 dedu~~ lhat mctal hydroxidc specics do not IfIt~]"ct 
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2.4 POLYl\lERIC DEP RESSA]'I;TS 
2.4.1 T~-prs of polymers 
I'()lysaccharid~ ('ompolLn<.h ~r~ ('oLnLllonly utJilzeJ ~, polymeric depn:ssan is , The IW,' 
polysaccharides commonly \ls~d Ln the mineral pmc""ing .ndu,try a, depressant, arC 
(iU"' gum "nd Carho>. ymcthyl Cdlulo,;c {CMel, 
Cr..1Cs are ~I\ionic ]Xllys"ccil"'I!\e" wnh molecular w" lgh ls ,anging li'om 10' ~ntl 10" 
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2.4.2 Sulutiutl hehlHiour 
Ma~l'umule~u le, in a ",I,ent m"y sh"" dlfferenl degree, "f w " j(mnali"n. frmn luliy 
ntended to lull) wikel n ... : cunlonn"tion of ~nion ic macrolIlo\ccule, has heen foun ~ 
tu b,.' highly uClX'nlknt on t11~ io nic strength of the merlium (t luggll1' 1'1421. In the 
~bscnce of electrolyte such polymcT m>l(;wroolcc'ulcs arr Jillly e.xrcnu~d, As the tunic 
.<ll-.:nglh of thc solu tion incr~ases, the polyLnel' Ll1 ~crOIl}l.)kcuks l><:gLn to COIl, "t 
sufficienTly high Ion ic STrength . tlk bchm']()!ir of Ih~ lI\>l(;rollluk~u ks lllay tcsClIlblc lh~1 
of p~niclc,. Tht: sch~mat Lc rcp rcs~ntat jo ll of ct.-Ie conformation is shown in I' igure 
2. 15 
Ihe degree of ,oiling of polymcr, irl solu tion can I>.: Lnferred from viscosiTy 
mcasul-.:mcrlls, Wller l polymel' lll~cro'llolcmle, me ful ly cXl~nded, Ihe \'"wslly of tk 
solution is gerl<:rally hlgh, uue 10 thc liidio" al lor~c, bch\CCIl lhc lung srrandcd 
polymers, Ho\\cvcr, om'~ Ihe molecules I-.:gi n to coil, llleY ,I"rt m act more ~nrl more 
likc pall idc, in a susp.:nsion, tllereby d~crea'Ll1g the amount of mtcrmolc('lLbr Jii,llOn 
~nd 11'I1S rkcrens ing the So llL lion viwusi l y. 
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f)istilled ,mler. (B) Dilult' deelmlyle, (C) CmlCenln""J eke/ml)lc (L", (liid L"skow"ki 
2006) 
111 ln l1 ,ic' V1W"S, ty is a lll<:a5 l1re " f solulion ""cmity th"1 i, il1uq>oCm]cnt of lh~ 
conCemf"liol1 of polymer 1!l sol lL rion (Huggins )942), and Iherefore ~a n oc l'-<n\ 10 
dCl~l'Il1ir>oC The rl~gr~~ of co illl1g of loc polYLnct ilIuk,uk, in solution under v~ry Ln g 











Pa"lik e/ al.(2003) stu,iicd the conformali oml change, of CMCs as a til]xlio n of tile 
ionic Slrength of,upporting "kdroiyk H1 polash flotalion systems. II was fonnd Ihatlhe 
intl'ins i~ \,]><oo,ily oj CMC so lution' wcreasd with in~n;asing bl'i]\C concentrat ion, 
which i, indicative of the' innc'~,e Hlt h~ degt\:~ ofpolyn"ICl' coiling. 
Pal'olis mcasul'ed the degree of "oLlin" ofC Me moic~ulc s ~s a function of io ni c strength 
a, "eli :IS polymer type by lll~asUl' i ng the inll'in,ic visC<lsity a, wdl as the rad]l/S of 
gyration oj these !X'lymers (I'arolis et al 20(6). It .... ~s fo und th~1 the pl'~s;:nce of 
CalcLLHl1 I a di vale'nl eatlOn) ~au >cd a grcatcl' degl'ee of co ii i ng of polymer mokm(e, than 
lhat of pOlassiun, (a mOjlO\alent C<llio n) for tile same lOnic 'treng.th, Sec Figul'c 2.]6. 
fut'llicnl1ol'c, the curve of Vi><OO'lly \S. the inversc of thc S<jlllil'C l'001 of ionic strength 
(1/ IS"'l ) f(n K- wa, found 10 bc li nc~1', "hich is indicative of the interaction bel'wcn 
po lymer mokc ui es ~nd !X'tasSiUll1 ions 10 be pnrely dcLlro,la lic. Ho .... cwr. ti1c Sam" 
~urw in the prcseLlCe of Caic LUfl1 ion, W:lS found 10 be non lmcar. ,d"eh indicatcs a 
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2.4.3 .-\dsorption mechanhllls ontu talc 
n'G lllCdlJnL,tn, of ad,orptio n 01'< r>,tC 's 01110 !~Ic. "s well '" other mmerals h", bc~n 
widely studi ed ,,·ith hyurophobic, hydrogen oondin g: com,i,krcd 10 b<: [lie pr imary 
adsorptlOn ll"J.:c-h"ni sllb (S tcGnbcrg nnd HmTi, 1 %4: Morris e{ (I/. 2002.: Fucl'SrCnal1 and 
H,,""g 2003; Wang and SQll1a;,und.Jran 2()()S: VI,'~llg ~nd Som:l.sundaran 21}(}6) 
A mcclwnislll wm. nlw proposed ( I.i" and Lnslowsli I'm'): 1.1\1 all(1 L",kow,b 1'NQ: 
Li u Cl aL 21)O(J: I ill and Laskow,ki 2IXH'il , in which adsorplion of polysacchariJc 
ll1acromolc~ule< res ul t, from aci d 'l>"sc inlCmdio)ls bGlwCCn polys,lCcllJnde ~nd [n ineral 
, mElee. The prGse.ncc of basic Ln.:l.1[ hyol'o;;:ide ,ites on the ,lCidic surl;lce (e '1 '1,,,,rt7) 
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FiRure 2. 17· Schematic r''Pre.<el1laIlOI1 or an imcrl1di(J1l h"tw<"<'n CAfe moie"ules ami 
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methylation), no adsorption of dextrin took place on the surface of quartz particles. 
However, when basic lead hydroxide (Pb-OH) species were present on the surface of 
quartz, dextrin acidic molecules began to adsorb on the quartz surface. The 
hydrophobicity of the quartz used in the tests played only secondary role, and this 
revealed that the hydrophobic bonding is not a dominant mechanism of dextrin 
adsorption onto quartz surfaces. 
It has been shown that in some cases the interaction of anionic polymer with metal 
hydroxide sites acts in synergy with the hydrophobicity of the mineral surface. Rath et 
al.( 1997) showed that the adsorption of dextrin onto talc (per unit surface area) 
increased with decreasing particle size. The increase in particle size is indicative of the 
increased basal plane/edge ratio of the talc particles. Since talc basal planes are 
hydrophobic, with a contact angle of ~ 60° (Fuerstenau and Huang 2003), the increase 
in dextrin adsorption with increasing particle size is indicative of the role of 
hydrophobic surfaces in CMC adsorption. Similarly, such a synergy was also shown to 
exist for the adsorption of dextrin onto hydrophilic and methylated hydrophobic quartz 
(Liu and Laskowski 1989) 
Researchers such as Fuerstenau & Huang (2003) and Wang et al. (2005, 2006). 
considered hydrogen bonding to be a dominant mechanism in polymer adsorption. 
Fuerstenau & Huang (2003) showed that the adsorption of dextrin onto the surface of 
talc took place in acidic pH as well as alkaline pH and attributed this to a weak 
hydrogen bonding between the polymer macromolecules and the talc surface. Wang et 
al. (2006) came to a similar conclusion by showing that the adsorption of CMC onto 
talc could be reduced by the addition of urea (a hydrogen bond breaker). 
However, hydrogen bonding itself can be treated as an acid base interaction (Fowkes 
1989). Most polymer macromolecules placed in solution possess acidic properties. 
Mineral surfaces in solution show either prevailing basic or acidic properties (for 
instance, while quartz is acidic, alumina is basic) Therefore, an interaction between an 
acidic polymer and a basic mineral would be strong enough to be considered a chemical 
bond. An interaction between a weakly acidic polymer and a weakly basic mineral 
would take form of a weak interaction, commonly labelled as hydrogen bonding (Liu et 
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CMC is an anionic polymer; the possibility of the existence of electrostatic bonding 
mechanisms onto the talc surface is also likely, and has therefore been widely 
investigated. Several studies (Steenberg and Harris 1984; Morris et al. 2002) ruled out 
this possibility on the basis that the adsorption of CMC onto talc failed to shift the 
electrophoretic isoelectric point of talc particles. However, a recent study (Wang and 
Somasundaran 2005) showed a change in the apparent isoelectric point of talc 
suspensions as a function of CMC dosage and suggested a stronger presence of 
electrostatic forces in the mechanism of CMC adsorption. 
The adsorption of charged polymers has also been found to depend on the 
conformational changes of polymer molecules in solution. A study by Morris (2002) 
showed that the floatability of talc in the presence of CMC was constant in a pH range 
from pH 5 - 9, and underwent a sharp decrease at pH 3, indicating an increase in CMC 
adsorption. Similarly, the adsorption isotherms of CMC onto talc showed much higher 
adsorption at pH 3.5 than at pH 9. A study by Parolis (2006) showed that the adsorption 
density of CMC onto talc gradually increased with decreasing pH. In both of these 
studies, this effect was attributed to the increased degree of coiling of CMC 
macromolecules with decreasing pH. The increased amount of coiling is thought to 
decrease the effective molecular radius of anionic macromolecules and therefore allows 
for denser spatial adsorption. 
Many studies have demonstrated the CMC adsorption density onto talc to be strongly 
dependent on the ionic strength of the solution (Morris et al. 2002; Pawlik et a!. 2003; 
Khraisheh et a!. 2005; Parolis ct al. 2006; Pawlik and Laskowski 2006). This 
phenomenon is chiefly attributed to two factors: the thinning of electrical double layers 
around both the mineral surface and the CMC macromolecules, thus reducing the 
electrostatic repulsion, as well as the increased degree of coiling of a CMC 
macromolecule in the presence of a high concentration of electrolyte. 
The dependence of CMC adsorption on the type of ions present in solution was also 
tested by Shortridge (2000). He has shown that the CMC's adsorbs more densely onto 
the surface of talc in the presence of hydrolysablc Ca"2 ions than K+ ions, for the same 
solution ionic strength at a constant pH of 9. These findings were later confinned by 
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GUM gum" a n.m-~m'" polYlT1<:L '1UlT>,-rous slooies have b<:~n p<:rlorrTJ<:ll to dd~mlin<: 
The mechan ism "f adsorption "f this po lymer omo talc. The general consensus is that the 
~dsorpti()]l O!;cur, by m.~nS of hydrog~n and hyllropl1()bic bonding. primarily oIll" the 
races of wk (Sle~l1krg ~nd Harri, 1984), The MS<Jrpli"n of guar gllm ont" laic "as 
found to b ~ largely in.kp~Jid~nl of bOlh pH arid iom~ str~lIglh of the sus!,,'nsion 
medium (R~th et <Ii 1997; ,Vang et ~I 2()(IS). 
The effecl of the preser;ce of difkrent ~lcctrol}1cs on the adsorptiOIl "f gU3r gum onto 
'-juarlz w~, slooied by Ma ~oo P~"lik (2110S, 2(~1(,). It was t,moo thaI the adsorption 
densily "f guar gum onlo qllartz \V~" ,lrongly aff''Cled by lhe pr'''~nee of ,,,me 
mono\'aknt cetions "'leh os ,, ' arid Cs' _ while l>etllg less atfcctcd by oth~r monovalent 
ion, such~" Na and Lt, a, "ell as lli\,~lent ions ,och a, Ca" and Mit'. Tni, w~, 
allribUled to the: wal~r 'lruClur~ rnakilig/stmclUre br~aking ch~racle:ri'lic, "f lhes...; ion" 
where-by lh~ pr~"eoce "f slruclure breaking ~ms ,uch ~, potas."um "n the minemi 
sunacc was conducive to gum gum adsorption. The adsorption of guar gllm onto quartz 
in lh~ pr~,eJlCe ofhydrolysabk cali"ns [calcIUm ~nd m~b'Il~,,"'m) w~" IO uncl 10 increase 











,uggCSiS tlWI guar gum m<Jl~cl1le, maya]", internet ",ilh IllCl~lIL" sites on mmeral 
,urfaces in a ,,,,-,nne" simi In r W I h.1l "r "'''Inn. 
Ilowewr, it i, imp,' rtaJl1 W note thai the ilbo\·~ sllLdy was carried OUll'll l]llarlL. a highly 
a~id j L mmeral that interacts "eakly \\·ith a polyn,.,;r such a, g llar ~um_ Jt is unclcnr 
\\' h~thcl' a si milar dTed of slrud\lre makillg/,lmc tUfc bl'cnking ion, 011 the adsorptioll of 
gllar gum plays a role in the adwrption un <l1or,: basic minl'm i surfaces (I.a,kl''''ski Cl 
al.l006). 
2.5 CRITICAL HEVIl:\V 0.' TilE UTlmATl'RF. 
2.5. 1 Surf:lcr cil:lrgr disjrihuliun of talc 
n,ne ilr~ Sllil many question< regardi ng the <i i Sl ribut ion of the dCdnC" I ,urr:lC~ Lhar~ 
l' ll the ,"rfaee of tale , The m~ ill sOllrce of information is lew pNelltial IllCnS lIrCmcnlS, 
and ns already d is<'us<;.:J . lh,re is IlO " mod,, 1 that can Jescrihc eleclrokindic 
plJ<:no nJ<:na f,,, p lat e like anisotropic particlcs Tlwrclim:, all ltJ., ex isllllg zeta poten tia l 
lHca,urcmcnts lor lale rl!u,1 oc lr~al"J a, only a ,cry rough c't imalion 
The vaq strucllLrill simi Ian ty of talc to hoi i n Ite ra i,e' qllcStions n:gnnling thc pcrceiwd 
lac'''- of clcetrical ch"rgc on lh" hasa l p lanes of laic . The Si" ion, in thc ktmhedml 
layers oftak afC as amenable to isomorphic slIbstilulion ,,·, til All inns a, those on the 
surface of kaol inite. Such ,uOOtl ~Jtions have previously b..:CII SIlO'" n 10 lake place ll1siJc 
til..: tale el y,tal lattke (Deer e/ "i. 1'197), 
rhe , mdy that docs prop<:»ed the p rcseJl<;e of n rlCgati"c charge on lhe basal p lan", of 
(alc (Ol.. lMla e/ al. 1969), attribule the presence of lh;, negatiw charge to ,,"'ic 
,nb,timl",ns in th e tetm hedral laye rs of tnk si milar to tho se that t"J...e pia,'" On the 
,u"face o f Kaolill iL 
Thi, leads to a hYJl<)lhe,i, that mch substitutwll5 indeed take plncc, calJ,ing the proton 
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Similarly, the edges of talc might undergo a change from positive to negative at a pH 
substantially higher than 2.5. 
On the basis of the available published data on the subject of talc surface charge, the 
following general hypothesis has been put forward: 
The basal planes of talc cany a negative charge resulting fi-om natural substitution of 
silicon ion H·ith ions of a lesser valency on the talc basal planes, while the charge on the 
edges of talc changes as afimction (?fpH. As a result the surface charge distribution of 
talc cannot be studied using electrophoretic measurements. 
2.5.2 Effect of talc surface charge on polymer adsorption 
The adsorption mechanisms of anionic polymeric depressants have been widely studied. 
However, the derivation of these mechanisms largely rely on the assumption that the 
basal planes of talc carry no negative charge. As has been shown in Section 2.5.1, this 
assumption may not be valid. Therefore, the adsorption characteristics of polymeric 
depressants need to be re-evaluated with regards to the possibility of the presence of 
negative charge on the basal planes of talc. Furthermore, the effect of pH on the 
adsorption characteristics of anionic polymers is still questionable, as the evidence 
relating to it is contradictory, and requires further investigation. 
The majority of studies of polymer adsorption onto the surface of talc and other 
minerals have been performed using bulk adsorption techniques. While these techniques 
provide valuable infonnation regarding the adsorption characteristics of polymers onto 
the mineral surfaces, they cannot be used to evaluate the changes in surface charge of 
mineral as a result of polymer adsorption. Such information can however be obtained 
using rheological measurements since these measurements strongly reflect mineral 
surface properties. From the available information, the following general hypothesis can 
be put forward: 
Rheological measurements (?f talc suspensions in the presence of polymeric depressants 
prm'ide important ilrformation regarding the adsorption mechanism of these 
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will be consistent with the ad'Wrption (~f guar gum onto the basal planes (~f talc. 
Rheological behaviour (~f talc sllspensions in the presence (~f CMC will be consistent 
with electrostatic attraction being a major adsOTption mechanism of CMC onto talc, 
with the adsorption taking place primarily on talc edges. 
2.5.3 Effect of metal cations on the surface charge of talc and 
polymer adsorption 
The presence of metal cations in the water uscd in flotation processes has been found to 
have a strong effect on the performance of industrial flotation systems. The presence of 
metal cations in the aqueous phase of flotation pulps has been shown to have a strong 
effect on the surface charge of mineral species (Fuerstenau et al. 1988), adsorption 
characteristics of reagents (Morris et al. 2002; Parolis et al. 2004; Ma and Pawlik 2005; 
Ma and Pawlik 2006; Parolis et al. 2006) as well as an effect on the conformational 
structure of polymeric dcpressants (Pawlik et al. 2003; Parol is et al. 2006; Pawlik and 
Laskowski 2006). 
However, bulk adsorption tests do not provide direct measurements of the presence of 
polymer on the mineral surface, but rather infer it form differences in polymer 
concentration in solution. Emerging techniques such as ToF-SIMS are now able to 
provide such information that is specific to selected particle planes (such as basal planes 
and edges). 
It is hypothesised that the adsorption (~f divalent calcium ions and monovalent 
potassium ions on the sUliace (Italc ho. ... , an effect on the sUliace charge distribution (~f 
talc particles and affect the adsorption characteristics (~f CMC The adsOJption 
characteristics of CMC are .ii/rther complicated by the effect that metal cations have on 
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3 Experimental Details 
3.1 MATERIALS 
3. 1.1 r<o;ewYorkTak 
New York talc. obtained fwm W~nh "!intra!" wa:, ,,>cd In the lest work. The ta lc was 
dry ground in a titan iulll ring Inii l to Yield a pSO of 23 ~lIn wLlh the lOp si,e nm 
exceedmg 100 ~Lln '!'he cumubti\'~ size di,tribution rIm" sllO"n in Figure 3.1. The 
(0111[1O<llioll of talc ""~s determ mcJ u,mg electron microprobe anal Y"S. "ilh the J,l:llis 
, hown in Tah l~ 3 I 
Tubie 3./ - Ikwi/('d micrnpmhi" "nalysis nf the ,veo,- Y"rk w!<- ,>cJmplc 
Compouud 'Y. Composition Sfand~,'d l)c,-iati"" 
SiO, 61. 83 1.915 
1\'a,O 0.16 0.065 
TiO, 0.03 0.016 
CaO 0.42 O.45~ 
.\ 1,0, 0.36 O.n7 
~ lgO 31.27 LJ70 
C r ,OJ 002 0.010 
F.O 0.19 0.153 
MnO 0.25 0217 
Total 94.53 0.823 
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Fi;;lIrc 3.1 - CUJlllIlurirc ,jz,' di.<tJ'i/",rion nr the New Y vrk ,,,Ie s"mple 
Poly meric depressa nts 
The CMC '1><'U In IJ"s silldy W~, DEP267. '''pplieu hy Al7<l N" hc l Industrial minel'"ls 
The pllnly uflhis polym,r '" '" 711';0. wllh the molecular weight of " 12(1 0(1(1 I)all('ln an(1 
the d"gr~c of SUh,li tlltioll of 1l.65. 
The guar gllm u,,,d in this ,t\ldy was C/I) 519, supp lied by CI-.;:rnzyrno;:, Tho.; plLrity or 
the polymer is '" 9.~%. with the rn('llCClllar weighr ('If", <1-00 000 Dallon. 
The detmled wdghl (Iistribuli,," vI' the,e polyllJ..:r' w~, oklennin~u bv ,ize ~xclusioll 










Chap!eT .l H 
3.1.3 Solulinn adtlilh'cs 
In all leSIS. CaNt), and K\J O.1 solulions w~re lI>'ed as a source of ('a' · and K ",n, 
rc'J>Ccl"ely. The pH lno(hlicalion was performed wilh the use of nilric acid and 
pola»ium·'-calcium hydroxide. dependll'g on which ,all v.-as pre,cnl in ",IUlion. 
3.2 ZETA POTEI\TIAt l\IEASUREMEl\TS 
The 7d~ JX>I~nll a l llJ<:asuremeni< wcr~ performed using thc ~lalvern l,.eto-sizer. Sampk, 
wGrc prcp~rcd in 25 ml tG,1 lubG'. u,mg 11 511g of t~1c and 211 ml of solution, containing 
varying conc~ntr~tions of electrolyle. Th~ samples w~fC' allowed to , enk o\-ern ight. 
Thl' 'llpGm~l~ nt illlid wa, lh~n wilMrav..., wilh a syrinf!G ~nd pbccd In,ide the analysi, 
probe to P<'rform the rn~""UI'ement It "as assumed that th~ particle, pfC',ent in the 
'Ul'em~tam tluid were rcpresemo1i\'e of th~ hulk w lids sonople due to the high pUl'lty 
and hOll1ogeneit~ of Ihe New York t~1c 'mnples. 
The elcctrophorctLc rnohiliti~< of th~ ta lc port icles w~re used to calculate thc 7cta 
potential, using Smoluehovsk i' s ~quat ion (Oo.lkh in and Derjaguin 1(176). 
J.J RHEOLOGICAL l\IEASlJREMEI'TS 
Tak ,uspensious of vol ume lnt solids Iroction (\'1 l of 0..-12 ",~rc prepared in 20 mi 
~liqllOl, at varYll'g lnds of Ca2 and K ' ion cO~Gntration", and pH level ,. The 
wiullons "we allowed 10 equilibral~ for i hOllr hefor~ 'neasurement. The so lutions 
were ~11 prepared at room lemper~ture, which w~s measured to be 23 1. 0 __ , ' C Each 
nJ<:osnrement POlnt presented in the re,ults in the ti,lIowLng ch~ple" r~pre'~nts an 










PHYSICA L1· l> N 
00. ... , .. ~." 
1.'"'''"''''' S"".n 
~, _ »." 1'YI1 
~" 'U, n (n 
~,_n"Jnm 
~. _ 'U.'j n (n 
l _111. n,..', 
C,, _1.2 17P • .'nNn 
c" _ <.~, , .'''','' 
(1laptor .1 
.-~ , 
',';:""'1''' 3,2 Srlicm"I;, rq"c$/'nialirm of Ihc double 1<,"1' rhcol()gicul ",c"",,,nng sr"I,'''' 
Yield ;;Ires;; mta,ur,'llltlll;; wcrt po:rlonll~d L"illg a Pam' PhysICa \1C I + rh~omelcr. Th,· 
measuring gcometry used was n double g:1p CUI'¢lk cylil)(ler. wilh a g:1p ,ize of 0,5 mil'. 
'IS shown in ~igLlre :\.2. The ""'~"'remenl' "w~ perf(wll",d in ~ ,f.,~r r~te ("(m lmll ing 
regime_ wilh II." ;;I,,'ar rale mnging: belw¢¢n 30 :111<1 200 S·L. nlC I'c,uUing cur,'cs "ere 
mooelled using Ihe C~soon EqllQlion 0.1) in or(l¢r to cillcll lille th~ CQ~'Ol1 ykld Slr¢~s . 
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[ - She~r ,Ire" (Pa) 
y Sheaf rate (8') 
rc - Cusson yield sire" (Pa) 
'1,- - Casson l'i"'08ity ( p~ 8) 
304 l'OTEXTIOI\U::TRIC TITRATION 
d.l) 
The apparent point of 7em eharg~ "f laic minerals wa;; determined u,ing th ~ i{"herb-
~ ! ulur ti tr~ti"n mdhod (Mubr atl£! Roberts 1966 j, In thi8 melf.od the p II of a ,nspcnsion 
is measured at different i"n ie strenglh, "r the solulion, Eo>eh mea,uremem poinl 
pre,enled m ~,~ rc,uil, II I Ihe rollo"ing chapter", repre<,enl8 ~n individu~lIy prepared 
~nd measured smnpk 
£ • , 
" • " • 2' , 
< 0 c 
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Figure 3.4 - Schemali .. repro.sl •• lIalicmlllliltll •• herts-Alula .. pOientiometr.icli/mli .... 











TIIC pH o1'lh~ <;o [ulion, 'us I h~n lllcQ>ul'ed ag~in I() Ylc ld ~ 1'Ltw l pH Th~ (Iilj(-rellcc in 
the inilLQI Qnd tina[ ("ft~r Ll)<;reO,LlJg ionic .,ucngth) p[J values j, colwlQtcd and plo1(~d 
\'Cr,u, the filla l solution pH. Th~ point wh~re tilt: '- \1'11 ,,,Iue equa l., zero illd i ~ate, !h~ 
pl l of the ~pp~rent r Om! of zen> c.harge of the 1l1in er~L (he ,chc m.11ic rcrr~>e n tOlion of 
the mc~surcrnc u( principle is shown ill Figur~ 3.4 
35 INTRll'SIC VISCOSITY MEASll]{EMENTS 
The imri n,ic vixo.,ity 1l1eQ,urcmcn(, "~I'e perforlIled using a LamJQ pVSl c~pillary 
,i;c'otnt:kr, ill c.ollJuoction wuh a three t\J1lt: L' hbelohd~ c~pLlI"'y rh~ polymer 
,olulio ns "ere 
. . 
mil<le al v~rying concenlr~lions. wLlh 10 
~ l eClm lyle. The I' ll of the ,olutiollS \\.1, arij,hted drop-wi,e with nitric acid Qn.J 
The reduce,l ,']>cosity and illtrill"c v,,,,o, ity value, lVer~ calculated U.,i llg the I luggiu, 
Lyu~lion (3 .2) [Huggins 1'l--12). 
'1 ,.", = ['1 ,,] -1 Fe' 
ll ~cl-l ~ J'" klllJ'C 
'7,,} - Relative vls-cosi ly 
'1m; - Reducecl \i',COsily IV]?) 
'7 - Intrillsic vi,co,ily (I ig ) 
C - Solution conc~ntrolLon (gil) 
k Huggins codli~i~lll (I i]?) 
3.6 TOF-SIl\'IS l\IEASUREMENTS 
3.6.1 Sample prcparalion 
(2) 
Larg~ laic f1~ke, "ere manually p ick ~cl oul of a ... 150 '-'Ill laic ,atnpk, which h~d been 











concemration' of Ill'\' 267 were made up ln 10 ml ,ealable pla,ti~ lest tubes 0.5 p: of 
talL p:Jflidc's wae plac~d in:;"k: n .eh l,"l tllhe and allowcd lO c'quilibralc' lor I hOllr. 
Altcr an hoor the particles were filtered ou t using a V:K:uum funne l and gemly rinscd 
wllh Ji,tilled water ooj ll stni tu pH Q, lO prewnt any bllik solution from adhenng to the 
Inmnal , urfacc' , Th~ partick. wae dri~d in a C()lnTetion O\'en at 50" C. OlLl of til<: 0.5 g: 
sampk, six p.mid~s wac' randomly sdect~d moel manlLally placed ()n an adbesi", 
sU l'f~c~ (post nutc) ouch that the urientation of three of the paltides was j;lce-up , whi\c 
the othel' three were edge-up, An example of the prepared ,amples is shown in FIgure 
Fi);ure 3,5 - Example (!lrhe }Olew Ymk talc panicle" preparedfor I<,!'-SIMS allal):'is 
ToF -SII\'IS an:Jl~' ~i ~ 
Th~ m<:asur~ments were r ... :rfonned on the t()~T()~ Secondary tOll "ta«s Spectrometer. 
provided by TA<;CON (jM[lH. in \.Iunstcr, Gcrm~ny, The lllo,:a:;urnnc'nt analysis wR, 
perfurrneli I>y Kees "~n Lc'ndam (Ah~l Nollel Fundional Chemicals), The prim<lry 










S ~lIn). with a IlI:lSS rcso hllion of SOOO- I 0000. Cycling time or thc instrumcnt waS Sd to 
2()(1 ~s. al lowing tile acqu isition ,)f sp<:ctm up to a mass to charge rati o of I ~In 
In order to make tllC measuremcms ohtained for the different ,~tl1ple, cOLll1Mr~hk the 
]OnIC im~llsitle, "ere nonnah,ed "ilh resl"'d 10 th ~ intensi ly of tile silicoll mas, 
sp,'ctrUill. 
Th~ deleclion of CMC w~s adli~,ed hy ddecimg the ma>s 'pedra of the charged 
carooxylic acid groups of ('MC Lll() lecule< (C,Holle ~nd C211,O)j ~s shown in f'igllrc 
3.6 
o 
"1w = 13.1I:l 
Fiiiure 3. 6 C"rbw;ylic acid groups used lu del",./ CMC i/1"'",)lies by T uF-S/.ltS 
] .7 I\ II CROI' ROIU: ANA LYS IS 
The chemical composition ofmk "as determined by ITIineml ~ ll~l ysis ot polished lhin 
section, of ,-",,, York ta lc with a Jeol SUpcrp"~lC JXA~ IOO. The P"~'" power outpul 
w~, set ~t 15kV. 20nA with 10spc"k amI Ss b<lckground co\lnlLng tilllC . The be~ITI siz~ 
was ~ppre>ximate l y 5- 10 microllS. TIl« analysi, was pertorm~d hy '-1cgan Becker 
(Centre for \1mer~ls Re,carch. UCT). 
rtle exact chemical tonnu l~ of talc "as octermilled hy halancing th~ c~liol\' pre.,ent in 
th~ '~mple (as dCleetcd hy til<: microprobe) wLth lhe oxygcn contenl of the oxide specie, 
ce>nlaioing these catic><". Th" prL!cedur~ j, "",crilled Ln ortaLl by Dcer. I-Iowi~ and 











In order 10 uetnmlne the UillOulll of crystalline \\'al~r (OH-) contained wilhin Ihc talc 
sample, scv~raI 2,00 g tule samples were dehydruteu in a fUlTI"ce at a ternp"ruture 
exceeding 9,,0 °C, <wer a p<:rmu of 4g h(}urs. Tk mOOunL (}f wat"r was ""kulul,,d Ih" 
differencc I n the Ina,s of tile talc sump les Ilefore anu ufin roasting. 
3.S ST.,..,J IS'J ICAl TOOLS 
TIle folIo\\ ing: statistll-uI Tools wer~ used In the analysis of Ihe ~xp~rJm~nta 1 data, 
J.S. J Standard d(,\'ialion 
Th" lrue standard uevlutioll {IT) Tcprcsent;; thc ;,pre:Kl of thc oorJllul dLStribution of u 





- Num ber" f obscrv~d \ 'alucs (<!"ta po ints) 
i h obscrv~d vah,.;: 
- Avcrage or allll,.;: observ~d values 
STanda rd error 
(3.3) 
The standard nTOr provilks a wnfid"n~~ value of lh~ m"un of tk U"tus<:t, as shown in 












- STatldanl CIl'or 
- htim~T"d ,t~ndard ,Ie, i~tioll 
- \lUJllblT of "hsav,d val ut, (cia ta point,) 
3.8.J 9!"Y. confidence limit 
Tht 95'~," C<Jnlilknc, inn;l rt prl'"nls lho:: pwba bili l y of til" 'lllOll,d va l"" iymg within the 
spcci 1ied I'egion (.'bpicr-l<\ ullll 1994). for c_~mnplc, (h" true \aiuc '", ,,!llll<: in the 
reglOll; 
Wh~re: 
- Average of ~l l th" observed vall"" 
- StHlld~l'd Error 
- Prohahil ity va l"" (from statistical t~b le» 
3.8.4 95% l'Untilicnl'c Ii mil on linear rc~rcs~i(Jn parameters 
-Ille ell iplical confidence i mcp.aJ , of regressio n I inc, rCl'l'e,cnt.s the jlrob~ hi 1 ity tbal The 
2005) . 
, 
("J. = Y. ± I(".,~ ,v_" . ~II MS, 




N - Number of mla points 











Ch'plCT ]. 5 I 
~" V~lue or ~ ~I til..- imtrc~pt (.~- O) 
x A \'er~g:e of all the x valucs 
Su -- Sum oflhc squares of Averageof~11 thc x ,'alue' 
AtS, Mean s4"~re ofresulual errurS 
/ (00.'. _'.J) - Studcnts t di strii>mion at 95% con fidenee, with N-2 de;:rees of freedom 
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4 Talc Surface Charge Distribution 
4.1 Il'TlWUUCTIOJ', 
Surface ch~rg:c IS One of the key faCI",., Ihal influence- 1Il<.' lxhu,-iour of Ihe mineral 
panicles", 'll.'pcnskm. Talc sUlface charg~ " lilcreforc an important ,anal;tlc whLeh 
"Cke\; the och~,iour Ofl~lc in flotatIOn SYSlc'1llS. Th is ch~plcr ,ceh 10 mj~r the' ,ur[~c~ 
charge distribution of talc pan icles !Ising a combLnation of va riol" ledmiques such 3' 
potemiOlTIlCric tit rat ions. rheology. ' I of-SIMS analy;;;, a, well a, electron microprob~ 
a"al}", 
The lTI"jonly or ;nlimna!;oll regarding: the surf",-'~ chmgc dislributi,," of lale has k~n 
obtained by means of electrophoret ic zelJ potential measurements. II('IwcwI. 
eledrophorel"c measurement, arc ill ,ulled for the delenninatioll oCthe ,urfa~e charge 
or pblc li le am>Olropic lllincr~b due' to the complication> ~rising Ii-om the eomple'" 
hydrO<lyn~l1lics "I' >uen part icles m aqlL«lIlS slLspcnsi"ns (DlLklun and o..'Ijaguin 1 (}76; 
Lyklema 1')')5). 
The cl)"t:l llochemical structure of talc i, "",i lar to that of kaolinite. since they I:>c>lh 
orig",ate' from the ;;ame family "I' ;;he'e\ silicate mineral;" The main diffe ren.,e bet\\ccn 
the two is that bolinite' IS a 1: 1 sheet sil;calC compose'{] of ~ Si - a tetrahedral bye'!" and 
~n oct~hedral AI - Oll laver. while talc is a 2:t sheet ,ilicate in "'hich th e octahedral 
laye r I;' ;~ndwlched betwe'en Iwo te trahedral layer;,_ 
Si milarl y to talc. the basal planes "r kaolinite were (}flee c"ns"k .. .,d eOl1lpktdy neulra!. 
ho",,\'er they ha,'e bter been shown to e~rry ~ negati\e charge duc to the isomorphic 
,ub,titutinn of S,H ions with AI -' ions on the tetrancdral layers (Van Olplien 1')51 : 











th~1 kaolu,ilc' " an a,ymu,dnl' :1 ,1,.:<:1 ,ilicJ!~ alld that the previously (Ira",n 
conclusions apply to the lctrahedral pl~lK: only. 
T~k p~rlicles haw also been shown 10 contain ra"do,,, impuritie' mdooi ng: AI ') iom 
th~! exhibit ,imilar suh,tituILOIl' wit h Si -4 iOIl, 011 the tetralK:dral l~yers of talc (Deer el 
<II. 1978; Deer et al IQQ2). However, d"'pile tim fae[, the ba,al p lall ~' of talc ar~ 
continually 1", ll e,-ed to ~ dec!rica lly Ileutral by a majority of researdx:rs. 
This chapter oonoparcs avail ~ ble laic deelrophorc:I,C dala 10 Lhe rl-,.,; ologil'al bd,avioll'- of 
ulc SU'p""Slon_ Il also examill~s the po~ntiomteric titration l"c~surclllCnls of th l'''' 
suspl'nsions in onkr 10 vahdal ,;ii Ll vahdale !k usc of zeta potential lnea,urements in 
s1udying l~lc ,urf~ce charg~ dis.lribllt ions. 
This chapler al", invl',hgal", (h" po"ibilil y of llK: presence of a negative charge on tlie 
basal plalle, of talc due !o tf>" krwwn su\>,titlLtiom, of ,il icon ion, 111 11-,.,; telrah~dral 
layer; of laic wilh ions of a Ie,,,,r ('hargl'_ 
4. 1.1 Hypoth eses 
The h"wl plancs "ltuk carty" ""gat; .. " charge res'lit;,,!; (nil" ",,'uml subslilu'i"" "J 
s;/i("(}" wll ,,·iliJ ions of" lesser "ale"')-0" 'he laic hasal planes, whilc Ih" ch"rxe 0" Ih~ 
edges "f /aIc Ch'II>;2.CS o1S "/imNi",, of pH As 01 r~,""llhe surjil{~' {"h"rge d,.</n"hulicm (If 
lal" <'anum be studied u.l'i"I< dedmphorctic mCol.",r"m, ·"ts_ 
Thi, hypOlI""is can ~ brok~n dOWll i11lo a number of Il)ore spcci tic h yp01h~ses: 
• Th" cun,,"lly a~cel'led vaillc of the ls"dedri~ rom I of l"k at pH " 2.5 d,,,,, no! 
correspond to tlx: point of z,;:ro ch~rge vJ 'lew York talc. 
• The b~,al planes vfNew York lalc carry ~ llCg~live charge ill enlire pH range due 
to lh~ i"'[Jlorph L(' SlIhSlilu!i on of S, , - ",." wlth A IJ - iOIl' ill th ~ letrdh ~dra l layN of 











• I'he cdg~, oftak ""M"go il change from p,,~i l iw to neg~li,c at ~ pH , igniJicarnly 
higher llwn its clectrnphoreticaly dekmlincJ i ,,,cok'{;tri~ poi"l 01' pH '" 2 ,), 
4.2 TALC RHEOLOGICA L IWIIAVIOUJ{ 
As m~ntione'\ Ln previous ch~ptc". y",ld stwss " il good indicator of the degr~e of 
co~gulatio n of a suspensLon, ",hidl is strongly related to the ~urf""e charg~ of Ilk 
mim'ml in sLospconsion, 
It i8 imp<l]1al1t to IMlle. lhat if j)-... , basal platles of t~k 110 not carry ~ negati\c charge. 
Lhe,n toc Ihcoological beha\'iour of t~lc ~houkl be ,imilar LO isoLropic minerals when 
pl ~ced ill a so lutio ll. In lh~t ~~se, if th" ITJCil,,,rcd appilfClH isodectric point of laic d"e~ 
indeed "'preseut a tru~ isodctlric point, then the yicold we __ pe~k ~nd the i;(>eleelrie 
point should couH'rgco on the same v~lue (I'll ., 2,5). 
[{h"o\ogica l mcaSUfCm.;nts w'e re pcrfOIm~d in ~ l1'k1nner described !II Chapt.;r 3. wher.; 
the obtaLne'\ rh eological curve, "ere moddlnl LLsing the Casson equalLon to Oblain lhe 
Casson yield streSS ,alucs lor Ihese .1I'rensioll ~, 
The IepIoducih,lity of the rlkolog[~al dilta was tc,r.;d by perfOrtl1Lng replicate kSl8 
under a limi led set of condit ion, and ddcnnining the '! 5'Yo conftdence inL~rval for lh.;se 
mca,u"cm.;nts, The results of lhe reprodue ib,lLty k,ts an: ShO\>ll in Table --1 .1 The 
d~tai I, of the analysi, are sho" n 1I1 Appo.;nd ix C 
Mca.u rcmcnt 
Ca"on \ 'jdd SIre" 
,,, 
95'Y. ConHdcncc 111Icryal 
+ O.OS I'~ 











Th~ re,ult, ~rc soown in Figllrc 4,1 (plc-HC note thilt th~ li1lc is dl'nv.n only to guidc thc 
eye) . The rcsults show tlk"t the rhcologic~ 1 I:>elw,.iour of llilc LS ,imilor to that of other 
mincr~l, (sllch "' bIOI mite aml.<lrc·on). " ,herc tllc suspension Ylckl SlrCSS ~h"ngcs "s CI 
fundion or pH. with lh~ tn".xIr!lurn O<TlItnng at pI! '" 5 5, This tret.d is ,'crifLed by tlic 
fact tlwt the (litTerence b<:tweell the' Il",,,,,,rcn,,,m point, ncc'cd ± OJ)5 1',,_ v.hid1mJkc·, 
thcll. signif,cant on the <)5'!'o conl'(lence imer\"aL 
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Figure 4_1 - Yield sm.'s_, c"n~' '!f wl" _",s{Jt'",ion., G.\ aj;mcljon of pH 
r he rheol()glc'~1 b<:havior or l"k ,usp.:nsions <'an nOw Ix: compared 10 oli-K:r a,'ailablc 
inJOnlkll ion. sudl "s tlK: lew poIcnllal of talc ~s a fllll(;tLoli of pH, to see if the yield 
sHe," pc~k 01 talc suspc'mioll' c()in<:id~s with tlk: ckctrupoorclic "odedric pOlnt 
TIlc results 01 the C01l1porio;on ~re ,loo,," in Figure 4,2. "hid. indic.utc-s thm tl'" pomt of 
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Figure 4.2 - Zela mtcnrial r,f ,"'"", Yark taic _'"_'l'eJisium ,/iowing I"~ ,-u'pens ion 
isue/ectric mint (Fl1ers ,,,n(l11 and HuanJ.: JOI.l3), alallg willi Ih~ yield siress (Ur,.,' uj ,alc 
"' u"7}ensi(m, us (I.lime{ian a/l'H 
At this swgc. It is impon~nt 10 re-it~ral~ th"t ill the c",c of plate lih miner~l, such ~s 
talc and kaolinite, electrophoretic 7et~ potential me~Sllrement' do not pro,' id~ adcq ualc 
de""ripl ion, of min<:rab surf~(;~ pwptrli~s. lokctwphorctic mobi lity of these palticlc, is 
wlllplcxed hy the h}urodymmics dne to the Ir Irregular shape. ~ rld thel'efol'e 
Smolncilow"/': i', equation cannot he us.cJ to caicllime the zeta pOI~nti~1 valoc for >uch 










" CI"'pler ~ ---- --
with ele ~n-ical charg~ ~ve"ly di,lriblllGd ,};'cr thG 5mb"" of such p~niclcs. No nlO(lel 
c"uITGntly a;,!" IIw( can (lescribe the rnovcmcnt of plate like alllS<llrop ic particle~ III all 
eledrical field (Lykkrn" I (<'i5). 
4.] 1'01 1\'101" Z t::IH) CHA RG E UF T,\LC 
Sinc~ eieclropilorrli" rnc",mmJ<:nt:J of plate like minerals shou ld tiN be rciled on "hen 
tlelcnnining the charge rli,[ribUlion of [!>e," mineral,. anoli-.er method mu,t rn, 
employed Ln order to estllnale· the pmnt of ~no ~hargc "r t"ic. partidc,_ ,0 lhat it call b.: 
corrclakd with lillO Yldd ,(rGS, \'alu..:s lor laic ,uspc-n,ions . 
In thIS thesis (he pomt of .lGro charg~ Ofl"lc h:J, b.:cn lktcrrnm..:lI "'ing 11->.:0 R"ocn,-
IdLL1~r lilmlio ll. Such litratiou melhods have been >uccessfully mel! to c, timate the 
poi nt s of 7"'" cllarge iisoelectric ""ints of ">.idG mineral al lhe lime when ?eta meters 
wat not ytt cOtl1lTl.:rci~lly ~vmlabk t/o.llIl~r ",ld R<Jb,,:,rls 19M; L&kow,k, and Sooc]r"J 
1969i 
Tht R-\11ilration wOIks on lhe prinCiple of ion e~changt in >ulullon ~Il<l is illtk~n,knl 
of the ,;hape of the mi neral parli~le,_ 1 h" eliminate, the prd,lem,; of the hydrodynamics 
of pblC-likt p~rtick5 aSM)cialcli wilh dGClrophordic mobliily InGasuremGnh. [I i, 
thcre tol'c eX]JCcted th~l in the C:l;' e of plate [lkc mLtlerals, thc point or zcro clwrge 
"",",ured by li l,"tion will bG lIifferclI\ from the i"., lectric point as measured by 
dcclrophorGsi,_ 
III t[", 'pec'ific. ca.", of lalc. if the b~,"l pianes of l"ic do not "·arry all electri"al charge 
and are completely neutral. then the poinl of ,.em charge as measured hy titration is 
expeclcd 10 convc"gc on thc po' nt of 'naximum yie ld of talc SU,;peIlSlon, The titl'ation 
resulls "oll1parGd 10 bolh til.: dt" JXXcmial ,ne"surclI-.:nts "00 llx: rhwloginll 
,~~sUl'e'ncnts are shown ill Fi gure 4_-'_ 
It i., i mr<lltant to note lrut in \he "",G of ""iSOlrOpIC 1 niIlGr~[s. til<: owm II poilll of zcro 











posilively ~h"rged "kS is mol'~ 01' kss idenlic~11O Ih~ charge orncg"li,~ ,iT~S, Val'i"us 
.,ilc.< of tlw cl):;I~l platies m~y >Iill f~rry"n d,'clrical chal'g~ (, ee FLgure 2.Ll a, ~n 
example). Tht:rcJ',rc lilt poilll of nl'O eh~rge a, delenntIl~d by Iltmtion <!<XS nOT 
repccs':Ill Ihe point "Iltl'e tl", m'e rJIl ~harg" lS y~ro, blLl mlocr lll~ valu e' wbere TIle net 
~hal'g~ is etl Ual I'l 7erQ. In olher ",ord.'. Ihe f1~1 poiIll 'lf 7~ID cbarge oceu", al a poinl 
where toc magllLllLde of tilt po:;iliv~ cI~'lrge on one "flhe panicl~ pialles lS ~qu~lTo !h~T 
of ~ n~g~Ti\'e cbarge on a differenl parlidc pl~n~. 
'Ik r,-,wlts ., how th"l llw poi'll 'lf 7CI'O cllargc of wlc (pH 7.7 1 OA5) docs nOl 
correspond to Ihe eleClrophorelic "ockdnc point of l~lc (p i ( 2.5) This d<;moflslrales 
Ihe di'p"ril.' OClw~~1l elcclrnpllOl'elic amI lilrallon mfa.'UfenlCIlI,. lfldicating That tl,C 
rOnllCl' IS lLnpaired h' pmble'm "ri.,iIlg from llw compln h)dl'odynamie> of the plate-
like parli~IcI' L!l .,o luliou , nwrd"or~. tht eiectl'opbon:lic i"",)edrif l"nnl ;hould nOl he 
Il",d "' all "ocqual~ I'cpl'csenl~IL'ln of tflc poinl of yew cru,rg~ or tlK' In itl('ra l and lllu>l be 
I'd~rred to a> an "app"reni" lSodednc point 
l' urU"'rIl""T. lh,' IllCa,urrd IWI poiul of 7er'l cllarge (Pll 7.7 ... IlA 5) do,", Ilol "oIlwrg~ 
"Ltll the poltll or m~~Lmum C"-,,on Yldd Slress (pH 5.5 1 0, I) , 11", ~hift of lhe 
ma:>..unum c.oagulillion point a,,~y tl''lm rhe l",inl of Lew charge ifl,hcalts IhaTTalc does 
ll'lllxlla\'e in a manner ~ollsislCllI "ilh an i.'OtI'OP1~ tnilleral, 
The CCSlLltS shown Ln Figure 4,3 L ndl~are lhalll"'fe ni,\., an allradivc IOr~e belween talr 
p~I'1'cles oiller thalllbe vaLl de Waals forfe, which ~aUS~8 th~ :;uspensioll' I'l coagulate 
at a poinl " ,here In.,; ~h"rg~ of the panlCks is tlQn-7ero, TIL;> behaviour i, COllSi't~ILl 
"ith lll~ p res.;nc~ of an attmcli\e electr"-'Wli~ forn' octween LI1in~r"l panicks, whicb 
cau,;es TIle >l,).'p"nSLoLl> 'If lal" 10 coagLLIa k 1IL " pH m nge "h~re m 0 'lP]XlSllely dlarg~d 
partlcie pialle., are pre.,cnL LC. lJ,:l~rocoagulalion is l~kLLlg pl~ee. i'hesc ob.'~[\'"liom 
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Chapter 4 61 
4.4 COMPARISON WITH OTHER MINERALS 
In order to re-emphasise the findings of the previous sections, the behaviour of talc can 
be compared to other minerals, both isotropic and anisotropic. Zircon and kaolinite were 
chosen to represent isotropic and anisotropic minerals respectively; the results are 
shown in Table 4.2. 
The values presented in Table 4.2 show that for isotropic zircon, all three mineral 
properties converge on a single value (Subbanna et al. 1998; Johnson et al. 1999; 
Burdukova et al. 2006; Tombacz and Szekeres 2006), with slight variations depending 
on the source of zircon. 
Table 4.2 - Comparison between the characteristics (~fsllspensions (~ftalc. kaolinite and 




Electrophoretic Isoelectric Point 6-7 
Titration Point of Net Zero Charge 6.5 











These values show that in the range between pH 6 and 7, zircon particles reach a point 
of zero charge, as measured by both titration and electrophoresis. At this point the only 
inter-particle forces present are the attractive van de Waals forces. This causes the 
suspension to coagulate, resulting in a peak in the yield stress of the suspension. 
On the other hand, in the case of anisotropic kaolinite, isoelectric point and yield stress 
do not converge but diverge. The point of maximum coagulation does not occur at the 
point where the electrophoretic mobility is zero, but rather at the point where the 
attractive force between two oppositely charged particle planes occurs, causmg the 










62 Chapter 4 
Table 4.2 shows that the behaviour of talc closely resembles that of anisotropic 
kaolinite, because its point of maximum coagulation and its isoelectric point diverge 
from one another as opposed to converging as is the case with isotropic zirconia. This is 
a further indication that the basal planes of talc could carry a negative charge. It follows 
that the edges of talc serve as a source of positive charge that is responsible for the shift of 
the point of maximum aggregation away from both the isoelectric point and the point of 
zero charge. 
4.5 PROPOSED TALC SURFACE CHARGE DISTRIBUTION 
Based on the observations made in Section 4.4, it is proposed that the basal planes of 
talc carry a negative charge in the majority of the pH range. It is also proposed that the 
edges of talc undergo a change from positive to negative at a pH below 7.7 (point of net 
zero charge). 
w + Point of net 










Figure 4. 4 ~ Proposed charge distribution on the swiaee (?f talc 
A schematic representation of the proposed surface charge distribution of talc is shown 
in Figure 4.4. This analysis is similar to that applied to Kaolinite by Johnson et al 











of the 'lLrtJ.ce ch"rgc on either bas"! planes or edges or lale The dIagram is rnerdy " 
represental iOIl of the possihle charge contiguration, 
4.1 l'ossmLE SOIJRn::S OF NEGATIH: nIAR(a~ 
If the basal planes of lJic carr)' a llcgallvc charge as slIggeskd III the prcv i{)us seclinlls, 
the most likely sourCe "ftlul charge is the suhstlllltioll ofSi" iOll' with AI" iOIl' in the 
!etr~hedr~1 byer of talc. ~lJCh sub,litution occur- in the tetr~heJral bye" on the bas:ll 
planes of bolmllc (Van Olphcn 1951. Sw"rtLcn-Allcn and Matl]c\'ic 197-'1). Sirnibr 
subs1l(utions have aiw l:>eel1 dernOt"lr~led jor talc hom various 'nineraiogicai SO\lrces 
(Deer el 01 1997). 
-1 .5. 1 Di ~,(fihlltion of alu mini um on th e sur fu rc of t:l le 
The microprohe ~naly,i' of :'-Jew York talc (,ee ,ection 3.1 I) showed that the analywd 
smnplcs e<J111amed 0.03 ~.~ of al um in ill 111, /1 Tor-SIMS anJlysis orNew York laic ",a, 
pertonned m order to ,e~ whether or nO! this aluminium contellt lonu, part or the 
cry sial lallicc of laic "m1lS lwi " pJrt of a cllI,t~r of contmninalmg partIcles, 
ToF-SIMS an~lysi< al lows one 10 obtain a ,emi-ql"mtl\~ti\'e indication of which iOllie 
species are pr~...:nl in lh~ top LllOllObv~r of a nllncral surface_ Unl<xtunmely_ III the ea,~ 
of phyllosilicaks til<: crystal latli~ i~ loosely 'tnlctllred. "llh large gaps in the 
Iclr~hcdr~l laJc,,_ This slrueture is illu,tr~ led ill Figure 4.5. 
-I he larg~ g~p< ill th~ tetr~hedral lajer allow the iome ,peeies present 111 the decp<:r 
bye,,; of the rniner~l 10 escJpe the lattice and be detected by lhe ToF-S1M~ i,,,tl'Umcnt 
This rHeJns thai il is Impossible to tell whether the wnie speclrum seen on" Tor-SIMS 












Figure .J 5 - Top viel<' of Ihe aysl"llvgrtJpliic ,Iru('rl,re vf <l f'h~'lo> ilimre rniner<J/. 
shv\dng l<Jrge g"ps in rhe lopmvslr.'fraheJrallayer (Ne,s(' 20(j()) 
fllIlhcnllOr~. Tof-SIMS detection of AI" ions is particulal' ly difticult in case of 
l11i""r~l, contJ il1l ng brg~ am~"nl of Mg:H \Onil' 'rk-'<'i~, (as" the case with calc 1. Thes<' 
](ll" have il "'r) ,ul1llar l1lokculilT milSS to AI' (l!J,:y both )ww a 11I0kcular mass or 13 
gll'noll and tend to obstruct the aluminium peak. makinl! it diffrcult to Isolate. F(lr thi, 
reason, To ~ -SIl\ lS lLTI~ges or~l um llll llm on wlc should nol he vi,'",~d in lsoinllOn. hut 
rafher be corroborated by allOtilel \eclini'lue. 
Tor SIl\lS locasuT~mcnl> wer~ perrol'locd on a sample' of lale that "'as dly gro und in a 
titanium rin1,! mill atld w~sh..'d in di,lliled wala to prevent any cont~minallon of t h~ 
,urfan', In order to p<'rfonn llk llwasun:nJ<:n1s the s~mpk particles "w,' pbc~d onlo an 
ildhcsiv~ surl'acc ",ith the,1' basal planes fXing lip . The sanlple prepal';lti(ln p[()cedlll'e is 
oullin~d in d~taLi is prepared Chapter 3. 
The SFM image of ~ tulc, basal pia"" an,l tl1<' corre'ponding j'oF-SlMS sl"'c lrum ~r~ 
shown in Figun: 4.6. Th,' advalllag~ of having t:.o.h The SCM and ToF-ST MS illlage of 
the same paltlcle fmm the "-lll-W vantag:~ poinl i, (h" consequmt ability 1O supcmnpo..: 
(iI,- t"o lmag~ s. nlis allows olle to jlloge the distribution of the spcctmm with regards 











11 is imrurtant 10 note that Inc sup,,,,mr,,,,tion i, nol t.~~l and shollid oni} be used as a 
general guideline in dtlnrJllning whl'lh"T or nOl a spectral ilnage c(}rresponds to a 
desired particle plane, 
IA) IB, 
Figure 4. 6 - (A! SEM image 0(" b"",,/ plan(' 0/" lair p<1rtic/c. (Hi C()rrl;'sp,,"ding ionic 
spedrum ,,(,,/uminiuIn iom, ;,upenmposcd "nrc> [hI" orlgil/al SF.,\! image of the [<lIe 
FIgure 4,(, (Aj ,how, that tOC pJrtid<- in ~u~'lion do", not consist of ~n id~31 bas~l 
plane ,urfacl'. but mthcr 01 a bas~l plane surfac~ that sh()ws a i(}t of damage th[()ugh 
,ample prcpllfalioll. ror thai rea,on. the area o(allaly';' INa, se lecled ,,~h thalli only 
conlain< the section (If the partlck that di'plays an lLlIdall1.ag~d ba,~l plan~. 
figure 4.6 indicates 1hat the alumimum spectrum" evenly distributcd through(\ut the 
ha'iOll rlall~ oftlw lair partidt. Thi, itHpliL' that the ions lonn pnn 01 the crystal lanice, 
rather than coming 10TiH a single cluster 01 co"tJ.minatillg mineral. A;; mentioned 
prevlOusly. ToF-S II>IS IS only a s.:1l,i-<tu~ntitati.c teehni4uc and the sp.;ctm eanT\{lt be 











4.5.2 Quantity III' aluminium in 't'w York talc 
In order to eS1imate the nact amou nt of ~lulllilllulll Ions presen t in ~e'" York {ale. '" 
well as dekrmine " ,helher or not thc} ~rC sllh,titlLtillg for "heol1 t"''' ill th~ tetrahedr~1 
byers. the nact crystalline rorm ula orNew York t~lc had to he c~lc llimed. TI,e forlllub 
was determined by ,,,ing electron microp robe ~ ,, ~ lysis_ 
~llCroprobe analysis worb by focusing a bealn of electrons onto tlK' Inillel'a l surface 
rhe re"li t is the emltion of X-ray, ,,,th a w~ve length 'pe~tfi~ to every ind iv idll~1 
compound (with th~ ~xcq,tion or hydrogcn. Ildoull1 ~nd hthlumJ. This te~hmque is a 
,tarnlard one in g~ological upplications uod has be~n widely u,ed to char~c(crise I ~lc 
(Deer er ,,/, 19n: Bose and nangu Iy 19'14 ) 
The ,nicroprolx: analysis was c~rried out on a polisheu Ihill ,ection of New York talc, 
Th~ uetaJ led in fo nnatiol1 " showl1 1 L1 lhe i\ ppcndi.~_ the sum mary 0 I' th e key ~o nstitllent, 
is prcsent~d ill T~ble 4 ,3 , 
Table 4.3 sh",,, th~ t the majori ty of the ."ew York t~lc sample (ide~ 1 formllia 
Mg,-,Sl,O", (OH).) cOl1\lSt~d of ,liicon ox;ue ~nd rnagl1eS llLnl o"id ~ 'lx:~ie,. '" ~xpccteu. 
The resu lt s also show thai Ihe talc sample contains small amount of aluminium ~lId 
- _.- . . __ ._-- - ---- -- _._. __ . 
Cnmpnund \V~i~ht % Standard ile, iatinn 
SiO, () I. R3 1.92 
TiO, 0,03 0.Q2 
AhO , 0.3(, 0 .23 
M:::O 31 27 1.37 
Tnt,,1 94,53 0,R23 
- .. __ . - - - - - - -
The r~s ul ts also show that the lowl w~ight traniol1 ofille '~l11rle do", not add up to 100 
%, This is due to tile fact that microprobe a n~lys i s is un~ble to detect ll ydro~en ions and 
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difference, the talc sample should contain 5.47 ± 0.823 % water to make up 100% of 
the sample weight (the error shown is the standard deviation of the sample population). 
The actual amount of water contained within New York talc was experimentally 
measured by dehydrating the talc samples in a furnace at 950°C for 48 hours. The 
samples were first pre-dried in an oven at 110°C overnight to remove any non-
crystalline moisture from the sample. The proportion of crystalline water was found to 
be 4.52 ± 0.14 % and this value is in close agreement to those obtained in similar 
studies of New York talc (Bose and Ganguly 1994), as well as with the expected value 
from the microprobe analyses. 
From the available mineral and dehydration data, the exact chemical formula of the 
non-ideal sample of New York talc can be calculated, The formula calculation 
procedure is simple but an involved one and consists of a number of steps, which are 
described in detail in the Appendix A. This analysis is also described in detail by Deer, 
Howie and Zussman (Deer et al. 1992). 
The error in the analysis is expressed as a standard deviation of the sample populations. 
Due to the complex, multi-step analysis of the data, the conventional method of 
calculation of the propagated error through a mathematical formula by differentiation 
was not feasible. The error analysis was perfonned by means of a numerical "re-
sampling" method. In this method the calculation is performed multiple times with the 
values of the input parameters varying randomly within the experimentally detennined 
standard deviations (some of the standard deviation values of the input variables are 
shown in Table 4.3). 
The mean and standard deviation of the output parameters was then calculated from the 
population of possible calculation outcomes. This method provides a close estimate of 
the mean and standard deviation of the output as long as a sufficiently large number of 
points is sampled. In these calculations the input parameters were sampled 10 000 
times. The results of the calculation for the key constituents are shown in Table 4.4. The 
details of the calculation as well as the remainder of the calculation results are shown in 
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Table 4.4 ~ Calculated number (~lcations in a single Clystalline cell (~lNew York talc 
Mg(,sis02o (OHh 
Cation Mean Number of Cations Standard Deviation 
Si 7.96 0.12 
Ti 0.00 0.00 
AI 0.03 0.02 
Mg 6.00 0.23 
The results presented in TabJc 4.4 can now be re-arranged according to the following 
categories: those in the tetrahedral layer and octahedral layer of talc. According to the 
ideal chemical formula of New York talc, Mg6SiR0 2o (OH)4, the various cations can be 
arranged in a manner shown in Tablc 4.5. 
Table 4.5 ~ Ideal distribution (~l cations in New York talc Mg6Sis0 2o (OH)4 
Tetrahedral layer (Si) 
Octahedral layer (Mg) 
Number of Cations 
8 
6 
In real mineral samples, these values rarely add up to the ideal amounts due to 
substitution with other ions. Therefore by comparing the actual values to the ideal 
values, the degree of substitution taking place within every layer can bc calculated. Due 
to the similarity in size and charge, Al and Ti ions substitute for silicon, while Ca ions 
substitute for magnesium (Deer et al. 1978). The rearranged values are shown in Table 
4.6. 
Table 4.6 shows that the number of st4 ions present in the tetrahedral layer is 
insufficient to complctely fill the availablc cation sites. A small proportion of the sites is 
therefore taken up by Ar3 ions. This means that there is a small but definite deficiency 
in the number of protons available in the tetrahedral layers of talc, which will result in a 
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Table 4.6 - Distribution olcations in New York talc samples 
Mean Number of Standard 
Cation 
Cations Deviation 
T etrahedrallayer Si 7.96 ± 0.123 
Al 0.03 ± 0.017 
Ti 0.00 ± 0.002 
Total 7.99 ± 0.124 
Octahedral layer Mg 6.00 ± 0.232 
However, the results also show that the amount of substitution is very small, only 0.03 ± 
0.017 cations out of eight. This amounts to 0.35 ± 0.21 % of the cations in the 
tetrahedral layer. It is arguable whether such an amount (viewed in isolation) would be 
sufficient to significantly alter the surface charge of the talc basal planes. 
In order to ascertain whether or not such a small amount of substitution would be 
sufficient to cause major changes in charge of mineral planes, the obtained substitution 
values can be compared to that of kaolinite. The strong negative charge on the 
tetrahedral planes of kaolinite is well attested to, as well as measured by a number of 
researchers (Van Olphen 1951; Schofield and Samson 1954; Swartzen-Allen and 
Matijevic 1974; Williams and Williams 1977; Johnson et al. 1999). 
The degrees of substitution of silicon with aluminium in kaolinite for a number of 
different kaolinite deposits have been reported to range between 0.5% and 1.5% (Deer 
et al. 1978; Deer et al. 1992). These values are of a similar magnitude and are therefore 
comparable to the value obtained for talc (0.35 ± 0.21 %). This means that the 
magnitude of substitution of silicon ions with aluminium ions in the tetrahedral layers of 
talc is sufficient to produce a significant negative charge. 
Furthermore, the rheological and titration evidence presented in earlier sections 
confirms this. The results discussed in Section 4.4 show that the behaviour of talc is 
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mineral. The presence of a negative charge on the basal planes is required to produce 
the kind of heterocoagulation behaviour shown in Figure 4.1, where the yield stress 
peak of the mineral suspension is shifted away from the point of net zero charge. 
Therefore, even though the degree of substitution of silicon ions with aluminium ions is 
very small (0.35 ± 0.21 %), it is clearly sufficient to alter the solution behaviour of talc, 
to the extent that it significantly differs from the expected behaviour of a mineral that 
carries no charge on its basal planes. 
4.6 SECTION KEY FINDINGS 
From the results presented in this section, the following key findings can be identified: 
• Rheological behaviour of talc suspensions was studied as a function of pH. It 
was found that the point of maximum coagulation of talc suspensions lies at pH 
~ 5.5, which does not coincide with the accepted electrophoretic isoelectric point 
of talc at pH ~ 2.5. This finding supports the hypothesis that the electrophoretic 
isoelectric point of talc does not represent the true anisotropic surface charge 
characteristic of the structure of New York talc. 
The point of zero charge of talc was determined using potentiomteric titration, 
and was found to lie at pH ~ 7.7. This point does not coincide with the 
electrophoretic isoelectric point of talc. 
• The fact that the point of maximum coagulation of talc as a function of pH does 
not correspond to neither the point of zero charge nor the electrophoretic 
isoelectric point indicates that coagulation of partieles occurs as a result of the 
presence of oppositely charged particle planes, I.e. the suspenSIon 
heterocoagulates. 
In this respect, the behaviour of talc was found to closely resemble that of 
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the edges undergo a change from positive to negative at a pH range between 7 
and 8. 
This indicates that the basal planes of talc carry a negative charge, while the 
edges of talc undergo a change from positive to negative at a pH below the point 
of zero charge of talc as measured by potentiomteric titration (pH:::::; 7.7). 
• The surface of talc was found to contain aluminium ions as indicated by ToF-
SIMS measurements. The ToF-SIMS images indicated that aluminium ions are 
evenly spread out over the surface and not occurring as a cluster. This is an 
indication that aluminium ions occurs as part of the talc crystal lattice as 
opposed to random contamination by another mineral. 
• Electron microprobe analysis of New York talc showed that the amount of 
silicon present in the samples was insufficient to fill all the available tetrahedral 
sites on the surface of talc, as it took up 99.46 ± 0.153 %. The remaining 0.35 ± 
0.21 % and 0.04 ± 0.02 % of the sites were filled by aluminium and titanium 
Ions respectively. This shows that there exists a small but definite proton 
deficiency in the tetrahedral layers of talc, which results in a definite negative 
charge. 
The magnitude of substitution of silicon with aluminium (0.35 ± 0.21 %) is 
similar to that of kaolinite (1.5 % - 0.5 %), which has been shown to possess a 
strong negative charge on its tetrahedral planes. A small magnitude of 
substitution in the talc basal planes is therefore sufficient to alter the behaviour 
of talc to the extent that it significantly differs from the expected behaviour of a 
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5 Effect of Talc Surface Charge on 
Polymer Addition 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Polymerie depressants are important reagents in the mineral processing industry, as they 
are used to depress gangue such as talc out of flotation concentrates. This chapter 
investigates the adsorption characteristics of two such depressants, non ionic guar gum 
and anionic carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC). 
In previous chapters, the surface charge distribution of talc particles was investigated 
and discussed. As a result, it was proposed that the basal planes of talc carry a negative 
charge due to substitution of Si4~ ions with metal ions of a lesser charge. It was also 
proposed that the edges of talc undergo a change from positive to negative at a pH 
below the point of net zero charge, at pH ~ 7.7. 
This chapter investigates the effect of talc surface charge on the adsorption 
characteristics of polymeric depressants, both anionic CMC and non ionic guar gum. 
The effect of surface charge on polymer adsorption, for both guar gum and CMC is 
demonstrated with the use of rheological measurements as a function of varying 
concentration of potential determining ions (pH). The effect of pH on the 
conformational changes of both polymers is shown by means of intrinsic viscosity 
measurements of these polymers in solution. This is done to ensure that the changes in 
polymer adsorption (as indicated by rheological measurements) occur as a function of 
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5.1.1 Hypotheses 
Rheological measurements of talc suspensions in the presence of polymeric depressants 
provide important information regarding the adsorption mechanism of these 
depressants. Rheological behaviour of talc suspensions in the presence of guar gum 
will be consistent with the adsorption of guar gum onto the basal planes of talc. 
Rheological behaviour of talc suspensions in the presence of CMC will be consistent 
with electrostatic attraction playing a major role in the adsorption of CMC onto talc, 
with the adsorption taking place primarily on talc edges. 
This general hypothesis can be broken down into a number of more specific hypotheses: 
• The rheological behaviour of talc as a function of pH will be strongly affected by 
the presence of guar gum in the entire pH range tested. 
• The effect of CMC addition on the rheological behaviour of talc as a function of 
pH will be significantly stronger in the acidic pH range than in the alkaline pH 
range. 
• The differences in the rheological measurements of talc suspensions as a function 
of polymer dosage will arise due to changes in talc surface charge distribution and 
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5.2 TALC SURFACE CHARGE AND POLYMER ADSORPTION 
This section examines the effect of the surface charge distribution of talc particles on 
the adsorption characteristics of polymeric depressants, both guar gum and CMC. 
These effects will be analysed using rheological measurements. 
As shown in prevIous sections, rheological measurements provide information 
regarding the change in the surface characteristics of a mineral in suspension. In the 
case of polymeric depressants, the change in the yield stress of the suspension with the 
addition of polymer can be indicative of the degree of adsorption of these polymers onto 
the talc surface. These measurements are not as sensitive as measuring adsorption using 
conventional total carbon analysis (ToC) methods, but they do provide extra 
infonnation regarding the forces acting in the suspension as a result of polymer 
adsorption. 
The behaviour of the polymer macromolecules will also be examined in order to 
evaluate the confonnational changes within the polymer structure (coiled vs. uncoiled) 
as a function of the changes in solution chemistry. These effects will be studies using 
capillary viscometry. 
5.2.1 Effect of surface charge on guar gum adsorption 
Rheological tests were perfonned on samples of New York talc as a function of 
changing guar gum dosage and pH. The guar gum used was CZD 519 with the dosage 
of polymer varied between 0 and 400 g/ton of solids. The tests were performed with the 
10-2 M KNO~ as background electrolyte. The rheological indicator used was Casson 
yield stress, which was obtained by modelling the shear rate/shear stress relationship of 
a given suspension using the Casson model for pseudo-plastic rheological behaviour 
(see Chapter 3 for details). 
The reproducibility of the rheological data was tested by perfonning replicate tests 
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measurements. The results of the reproducibility tests are shown in Table 5.1. The 
details of the analysis are shown in Appendix C. The results are shown in Figure 5.1. 
Table 5.1 - Confidence limits (~r the rheological data 
Measurement 
Casson Yield Stress 
pH 
95% Confidence Interval 
± 0.05 Pa 
± 0.1 
Figure 5.1 shows that the addition of guar gum has an effect of increasing the Casson 
yield stress of the suspension. This is indicative of the increased degree of aggregation 
of particles. This result is expected since guar gum is known to have 
coagulantltlocculant properties. The adsorption of guar gum is thought to "mask" the 
charge on the surface of particles and hence decrease the electrostatic repulsion between 
them, causing the suspension to coagulate. This trend is verified by the fact that the 
differences between the measurement points exceed ± 0.05 Pa, which makes them 
significant on the 95% confidence interval. 
The results also demonstrate that addition of guar gum had an effect on talc rheological 
behaviour in the entire pH range tested. This is consistent with the observations made 
by Wang (Wang et al. 2005) and is therefore consistent with the premise that guar gum 
adsorbs onto talc by means of hydrogen or hydrophobic bonding as opposed to 
electrostatic attraction. This makes guar gum adsorption independent of the nature of 
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This finding is once again consistent with the proposed distribution of charge on the 
surface of talc, described in detail in Chapter 4 and suggests that adsorption of CMC 
takes place largely in the pH range where the edges of talc particles carry a positive 
charge, i.e. a lower pH. These findings indicate that electrostatic attraction could playa 
large role in the mechanism of CMC adsorption onto talc. 
This is consistent with the observations made by Morris et al. (2002), who showed that 
the adsorption of CMC increases dramatically at low pH values (although it was pointed 
out that this may result from the fact that over lower pH ranges the CMC 
macromolecules are not ionized and coil). 
It is important to note, that in the case of talc suspensions, although polymer addition 
has little effect on the rheology of the suspensions in the region where the particle edges 
are thought to carry a negative charge (e.g. pH 9), previous research has shown that 
CMC does adsorb onto talc in that pH region (Parolis et al. 2004). The floatability of 
talc was also shown to be reduced (Steenberg and Harris 1984; Shortridge et al. 2000). 
5.2.3 Summary of the results 
The differences in the rheological behaviour of talc suspensions in the presence of guar 
gums and CMCs are summarised in Table 5.2. 
The results show that clear differences exist between the rheological behaviour of talc 
as a function of the addition of non-ionic and anionic polymers. These differences are 
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Table 5.2 - Summary (~f the rheological respon'l'C (~f New York talc suspensions to the 
addition qf po~vmeric depressants 
Effect of Polymer 
Addition 
Affected pH Range 
Yield stress 
Yield stress peak 
GuarGum 
Entire tested range 
Increase 
( coagulation/flocculation) 
Shift towards pH ~ 8 
(net p.z.c of talc) 
CMC 
Below pH ~ 8 




The addition of guar gum causes an increase in the yield stress of the suspensIOns, 
indicative of suspension coagulation or flocculation. The yield stress of the suspensions 
is affected in the entire pH range, which indicates that the adsorption of guar gum is 
independent of surface charge. Finally, the yield stress peak of the suspensions shifts 
towards a point of zero charge of New York talc as a function of guar gum addition, 
which indicates that guar gum adsorbs primarily on the basal planes of talc. 
The addition of CMC caused the yield stress of the suspensions to dccrease, indicative 
of suspension dispersion. The addition of CMC caused the change in the yield stress of 
the suspensions in the pH rangc below the point of zero charge of New York talc. This 
indicates that the adsorption of CMC is dependent on both the surface charge of the talc 
particles, as well as the ionisation of the metal hydroxide species present on the surface 
of talc particles. The addition of CMC did not cause a shift in the yield stress peak, 
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5.3 EJo"FECT OF I'H 0 1\ POLYl\U: R CO l\FOR.''1,n 101\ 
Many rcsearchcrs ha,~ cxpla in<:d the diricrcnce, in Ihe adwrplion cbaraclcri,ILc, of 
polymeric Jepr~,,,,"l'< Ull10 miller"ls as a function of I'll by the efkd tbat pH mighl 
h<lvc Oil thc wnfimnal]()n oi"thc polymcr molecllles. Thc change ill wlllormalion" 111<:1l 
rC&pOllsible f,n the change m ad,orplL()n density. due 10 the resulting decrease m 
dlCcliw rookwk ,iz~ (Morri, d ,,/. 2002; bwlik <'I ,,/ 2003: Parol" e/ "I. 20(6) 
There/ilre. \1 " imporlant 10 mea,ur~ the degree of (,("ILlig oflhe polymer mol~cules as a 
tilllclion of pH 10 make' ,urc Ihilt the difkl'C'nce, LII rhwlogical mca,uremcnls ,hown m 
the previous ,ediull' do wt arise ooe to change" m polymer c()nfonnalion. 
5.3. 1 Conformation of guar gum 
Intrinsic \ isc()sily measurements were used 10 determine liIe degree oj" wil [tlg of oolh 
gu~r gllm aOO CMC mokcuks m Ilk pH mngc u,,,d Hl illie rheological experiment', All 
ICsts were Peri"o"ocd wilh 10" M KNO-, ~s backgrollnd d~clrolyle. 
Figurc, 5.5 ami 5.0 show Ihe' rl,ducl,d """"'lly of Ihe ,,,Iul ion, of guar gum alld CMC 
as a Jilllcti()n of decrca'''lg wi1l1ion concentralLon According 10 Ihc HlIggins cqll"tion 
(Eqllailon 3.2), Ihc' inlrinsL<' v"w"ly is equal 10 the reduced "iscosily of the solut ion as 
Ihe polymer concc'llIration ilppro~chcs -,Cm. TIICrct'm:. Ih~ inlrinsic .. isol'ily can be 
appro~imatcd by the int ercep t of the straighlhlle lit ofille red uccd ",COSIly d~la. 
Fig.ure 5.5 shows Ihat Ihe reduced 'i;co,ily '"'. C()tl<'cml':lli()n hnes rem"i" virtua lly 
undtanged ", " function of pH. '11~ intercepts of the regressi()n lines extrapolalcd lrom 
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Fi!;uJ'e S S Effect or I,H on the ",dureci ' 'is((l8;1), o(!;llar !;um so/ut",m 
The resulls , I,own in Figure 5.6 clearly JIIdieatc Ihat IlK; intrin"c vi,w,itk, of gual' gum 
l'Cmain ullchanged as a function of pI 1. wit il none of the dIITcl\:'IC~' klWL~lI th~ v~ lu<l.1 
bei ng sign ific~nt on tJIC 95"·{' contidcllcc limit. Thi;; r~,ull is e'(pecte<L since gUal' gum is 
an lIo ll -ionic polymer alld do~s lI ot C"O ntam I1cgati.ely chal'g~ d cal'boxyhc acid groups 
lilat are responsiblc for Ihe cOl linghmcoil iu g: of thc molecule, under 'or1'illg iOllic 
't rength condit ions. 
' l1,e results prcsc'nlcd in FigurG 5,6. llIdicaL~ thai th ~ differe nces in rheological 
khayiour of talc- a, a fuoctioll of pH and guaf gUl" addition anSG from th~ d iffe re'K"~' 
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Figure 5. ~- lmri>1si" ,.i.',"",<lI), of gllar gil'" as a (u>1uiO>1 o/I'H 
5.J.2 Conformatiun of ('1\)(' 
Similar l~'l' w~re pl'rtunn~d will1 c"le who:re O[IC~ agai" all l~'ls wtr~ p.:rtonn~d 
wilh 10" M KNO, as hackgrollntl elcClr<llyle. The r~,u\ls of th e t~'t' are 'illown in 
Figure 5.7. The resul!> ,how lhallh~ \,~rLaILOn in lh~ rl'dlt<:~tl vi>co,ily c'uneS oU--"K 
d<x'S nOI g",~t\y difkr as ~ fUlIction of pH, hu"C'cr thc ~ariation i, greatcr lhan in lht 
case of guar gum, 'ThIS is speCifica lly the c~,e in lhe pH rangc l>elow 5, The ~-"% 
nmfitlence intn\'al, Oll lhe inlen,epb of 11",,,, curves were once mm~ c'al"ulaletl. The 
rcsult, arc shown in Figure 5,~ 
Thl' resulls ,how lhal althuugh lh,-' \'~riallOn wllh pI-! in inlnn,i~ vlSc'O>!ly of CMe 
varies 10 a grcater cxtCIll Ih~n 1l1al of gum gum. none of th~ dift~rences arc signiftcHnt 
on the 95 % contit\CI1Cc limit Thi, II,dlCates that 110 'ignificanl amoUIlI of polymer 
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Tilis agoin is not surprising, since the cnmhi,,,,d ioniC strengtn of 00111 l1y<]rogen (II) 
~ml hyuroxilk (OH-) ions \i~ri~s oclv.-c-m 10 ' and 10 -, M Jil the pH mnb~ in "'hich lhL 
tC81' w~re co,JduCled. rfle rdati,ely nign wn~elllral~m ()fba~kgmulld eledmlyle serve, 
as ~ suf1ici~nt buff~r to rr~v~nt ionic 'lr~nglh tlucl11allnn8 as a limctinn of rK 
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As in the casc of guar gum, thcse results strongly indicate that the differences in 
rheological behaviour of talc as a function of pH and CMC addition arise from the 
differences in talc surface charge distribution, and not polymer conformation. 
5.4 SECTION KEY FINDINGS 
From all the results presented in this section, the key findings can be identified: 
• The addition of guar gum caused a strong coagulation of talc suspensions in the 
entire pH range tested (pH 9 - 4), manifested by the increase in the Casson 
yields stress of these suspensions. The change in the rheological behaviour is 
indicative of the adsorption of guar gum onto talc irrespective of the talc surface 
charge. These results are in agreement with the premise that guar gum adsorbs 
onto talc by means of hydrogen and hydrophobic bonding and is therefore 
independent of particle surface charge. 
The results also showed that the yield stress peak of talc suspensions shifted 
towards a higher pH. At high dosages, the Casson yield stress began to approach 
the measured point of net zero charge of talc (pH::::: 7.7). This indicates that the 
talc suspension begins to act in a manner similar to isotropic particles, where the 
yield stress peak coincides with the point of zero charge of the mineral. These 
findings support the premise that guar gum preferentially adsorbs on the basal 
planes of talc, effectively "masking" the surface charge. 
• The adsorption of CMC onto talc occurred mainly in the pH region below the 
measured point of net zero charge of talc, manifested by a decrease in the 
Casson yield stress of talc suspcnsions. In other words, the adsorption of CMC 
mainly took place in the pH region where the talc surface exhibits a net positive 
charge. These results are consistent with the premise that electrostatic attraction 
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The results are also consistent with the mechanism whereby CMC molecules 
interact with metal hydroxide species present on the talc edges, which become 
activated in acidic pH. 
• The intrinsic viscosity of guar gum was completely unaffected by solution pH. 
This indicates that no conformational changes took place in the guar gum 
molecule. This result indicates that the differences in rheological behaviour of 
talc as a function of pH and guar gum addition arise from the differences in talc 
surface charge distribution, and not polymer conformation. 
• The intrinsic viscosity of CMC molecules was largely unaffected by solution 
pH. This indicates that no conformational changes took place within the CMC 
molecules. This result indicates that the differences in rheological behaviour of 
talc as a function of pH and CMC addition arise from the differences in talc 
surface charge distribution, and not polymer conformation. 
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6 Effect of Calcium and Potassium 
Ions on the Surface Charge of Talc 
and Polymer Adsorption 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The presence of metal cations in the water used in flotation processes has been found to 
have a strong effect on the perfonnance of flotation systems. The presence of metal 
cations in the aqueous phase of flotation pulps has been shown to have a strong effect 
on both the surface charge of mineral species (Fuerstenau et al. 1988), adsorption 
characteristics of reagents (Morris et al. 2002; Parolis et al. 2004; Ma and Pawlik 2005) 
as well as an effect on the conformational structure of polymeric depressants (Pawlik 
and Laskowski 2004; Parolis et al. 2006). 
In previous chapters, the surface charge distribution of talc particles was discussed. An 
alternative surface charge distribution model of talc particles was put forward, where 
talc basal planes carry a negative charge, while the edges of talc undergo a change from 
positive to negative at pH above 7.7. 
In Chapter 5, the adsorption of anionic CMC depressants was shown to be affected by 
the surface charge distribution of the mineral surface to a much greater extent than guar 
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CMC molecules. Furthermore, guar gum is a non-ionic polymer and is therefore not 
amenable to analysis with techniques such as ToF-SIMS. 
The study focuses on two specific metal cations: monovalent potassium Ions and 
divalent calcium ions. Monovalent potassium ions were chosen because they are 
commonly used as a background electrolyte for laboratory studies of mineral behaviour. 
On the other hand, divalent calcium cations are commonly present in the water used in 
industrial flotation circuits due to high levels of lime addition for pH control purposes. 
This chapter sets out to examine the adsorption of both monovalent potassium ions and 
divalent calcium ions on talc as a function of particle morphology (basal plane vs. edge) 
and pH, as well as investigating the effect that ion adsorption has on the magnitude of 
the surface charge of the talc particles. 
The adsorption behaviour of anionic CMC onto talc is then investigated as a function of 
the presence of both monovalent potassium and divalent calcium cations in solution. 
The adsorption characteristics as well as the solution interactions between CMC 
molecules and these cations are investigated using ToF-SIMS measurements. 
6.1.1 Hypotheses 
It is hypothesised that the adsorption of divalent calcium ions and monovalent 
potassium ions on the surface of talc has an effect on the sUliace charge distribution of 
talc particles and affect the adsOlption characteristics of CMC The adwJlption 
characteristics (~f CMC are filrther complexed by the effect that metal cations have on 
the co'?formation (~f CMC macromolecules. 
This general hypothesis can be broken down into a number of specific hypothescs: 
• It is hypothesised that the combination of ToF-SIMS and SEM images can provide 
the measurement of the adsorption characteristics of metal cations as a function of 
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• It is hypothesised that both monovalent potassium ions and divalent calcium ions 
will adsorb onto the surface of talc particles, but will have different effects on the 
magnitude of the surface charge of talc. 
• It is hypothesised that the adsorption density of CMC molecules onto the basal 
planes of talc will be different in the presence of calcium ions than in the presence 
of potassium ions in solution due to the differences in the magnitude of the surface 
charge in the presence of these two ions. 
• It is hypothesised that the solution interactions between monovalent potassium ions 
and divalent calcium ions and CMC macromolecules will take place to a different 
extent in the presence these two ions. 
6.2 IONIC ADSORPTION ONTO TALC AS A FUNCTION OF 
PH AND PARTICLE MORPHOLOGY 
This section examines the adsorption characteristics of both monovalent potassium ions 
and divalent calcium ions on the different crystalline planes of talc. The relative degree 
of ion adsorption is measured by means of ToF-SIMS measurements. The ToF-SIMS 
measurements are shown for both the basal planes and edges of talc. The validity of the 
measurements is evaluated by looking at the ToF-SIMS images in conjunction with 
SEM images of the particle planes. 
6.2.1 ToF -SIMS measurements 
ToF-SIMS is a semi quantitative technique that enables the measurements of the 
presence of ionic species on the top-most surface of a mineral. However, as discussed in 
the previous chapter, phyllosilicate minerals have a very open crystal structure with 
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within the crystal lattice to escape the mineral and therefore be detected. This makes it 
difficult to study the inherent molecular composition of the mineral surface. 
For this reason, when evaluating the degree of adsorption of ionic specIes on the 
mineral surface, the obtained measurement should always be compared to the 
measurement of a blank mineral surface in the absence of the adsorbed ionic species. 
Such a blank surface would then act as a base line with reference to which the rest of 
the measurements can be evaluated. 
Sample preparation is also crucial to the success of the measurement. When measuring 
the degree of adsorption of ionic species, care must be taken that the sample being 
measured contains only the adsorbed ions. If samples are not prepared properly, residual 
supernatant solution might be deposited and dried on the sample surface and therefore 
be mistaken for adsorbed species. For this reason, all samples should be rinsed in de-
ionised water after being contacted with the solution containing ions, before being 
dried. 
The absolute magnitudes of the peaks are also not comparable between samples and 
therefore elemental ratios must be used as a basis of comparison. In this case, silicon 
ions were chosen as the ion against which all other ions were normalised so as to enable 
direct comparison between different samples. 
6.2.2 Adsorption of calcium and potassium ions on the basal planes 
of talc 
In order to ascertain whether or not cation adsorption takes place on the basal planes of 
talc particles, ToF-SIMS measurements were performed. In order to confirm that the 
measurements correspond to the basal planes of the measured talc samples, ToF-SIMS 
measurements were performed in conjunction with low resolution SEM images of the 
talc particles. Such images can then be superimposed onto the ToF-SIMS spectral 
images to determine which particle morphology is responsible of the resulting ToF-










potassium i(}n' arC shown In Figutc 0. 1 and Figur~ 6.2. Simdar images for the 
remainder of the samples can he viewed in Appelldi, Il. 
(8) 
FiXIIFt' 6.1 - (A) SEM imax" u(a basal plane oj alai,. parlide, (8) C orresp"ndinx ionic 
image o(calcium hydro I'iJe i"n"" (C) Co,-rCSIHloding /( l lli,. Imag" 'l calcmm 1(1'" 
superimposed "'Ito Ih" orr!!Joaf SFM image ,llhe I",," i'm1ic/e "r Ihe ioni(' slrenglh 'l 














Fi~",,:, 61- (A) SE,III"'''~'' uf u m.sw plurn' vI.J usl. I",,/ic!r (HI C,,,., •. ,,,,,,/{Ii"l; ""1/, 
Th,' i1llas:", , h(>1.> th~1 II,,,, parlick ... '" ' 1IIeS Ii<JI ' .I" ""I "Iwal'~ ~-Qn'''t "f an id,-al basa l 
plane surf"""" hut ':t lher swfa"" [hal ~ho ..... s a <l~1;rcc oj d al lJ.lb~ lhmu!(h ""llp\e 
preparation. rQI' II" , rca"''' , i" tbe ea~ urp,"I'cic' "llCr~ , UGh J~mlll:~ i. e~ l~l1,i,e, a 
'reei1ic aI'"" o r,"' ,'ly'\~ was s.ekc\~ _ Sllch '>C1(C T lQ n~ .mly ~""laHl Ihe p:,rtic!( St.'CTions 
thaT Hmlam an ul\(l"" "g~J has~\ plan"" lR.'k Imagt$ confirm (1..11 Ibe ad.orplM>Il "f 
houl/l '''''''',,-:1 '''1'11111,1 'h"knl cal i",,, mrem-il l!y I),,,, " .. r maJ i.<ed Tuf ... " ' '''' '' ' '''C"/I_,ili.., 










III the ease of the ,ldsorptlOn of c"kium ion<. it is important to estahlish not only the 
location of the ad'Olption (bas.]l plane '"s. edge), but also the ion ic form in which th~ 
adsorption takes place. r he adso,ption of calclUm ions muld JX,tenlially take place m 
'wo forms, Ca" ions and hydro lysed CaOH' iow._ As "as di scussed in Jct,~il in 
Chapter 2, the atlsorptioll of C a -, ion , onto talc i. thermodynamically unfavourab le, due 
to their high elk']'!!), of hydn,tion which resul t< in their stmc ture m~king properties_ It i, 
therdore more I ikel Y lhatthe atlsorptlOn would tuke place in tIl<' form of CaOH ' ions_ 
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Figure I'U - .\lormaliseJ In/msi/if.\' of [IO/h c,,'! anJ C"O/ r hms "" rh" h,,-w/ plane.< 
()f/ak"rp!/ ~ 
The normalised intensit ie< of both Ca-1 and CaOH+ lOns 011 the surface of taic arc 
<hown in Figure 6 __ ,_ The resu lts ,ho" that the rrormalised intcnsities of both Ca-' ,~ncl 
iOIl ' caOw (~, the ba,al planes of talc in thc presence of calcHuH ni trate '<Olution are 
s.gni fi~.Jnlly brgeT' th.Jn th.]t for a blank rdercncc samplcs, Tlu> ind,cates that both wit 
species ad,orh on the h.J'.Jl planes of tak. Hre resul ts abo show that the adsorptiou of 
Ca"} can be consickred negligible' in comparison 10 the rll.1gnitude of adSo'ptLon of 










Tim resllil wnlr~did, Ihe findm gs of F uerslenau e/ al. who stal~d Ihal the adsorption of 
C"OH ions doc, nOl lakc place on Ihe basal plallCS of laic. However, in thcirwork, the 
pre.'''''ee or ab,ellce of iOllie specie., on Ihe ba,al planes of talc wa, never directl y 
dClec ted Or mC"Sllrut bm infcrred thollgh noalabil ily measur~mellis These result, 
suggest that the pre>ence of metal hydrc>xidc ionlc specic~ Oll thc ba,,,1 planes of laic 
may not ncce,s:mly affc'et ils noatability. 
S1ll1llar lechniques can Ix ,,,ed to study the adsorp ti ()11 charactcristics of 1lI0nov"lcnt 
p<>tas.,ium i<>", on the lxI,al plane-, of talc.. l'ota."illll1 iOl1s adsorh 01110 tile surfoce of 
negalively charglXl mirlCral , pecic, by mean, of elcdro't~lle ~llr"c.tion . The' ~d"'rp tio l1 
ofK- iOl1 s is rh ennodyna'nicatl y favourable , du<, their large ior rie radius ami a low level 
of hydrat lo", WlllCh rc'"ll l' in these lOnS exhihl ling water .'tnIClur<, breakillg properties. 
rhe elect rOil micropmbe analysis of talc showed ThJr therc i, a dclkiency of , iheon iorb 
in the k lrahedml la)er, or tak, compt:maled hy th~ substitution of al urnin lUITI and 
titani um iOlls (s.:c Chaplcr..\ fOf de1.:ti b), This ,ubsl itutiorl result, in ~ prolon dcticic'ncy 
on the la ic ba-.a l planes, causing them to carry a negati ve charge in the majorily oflhe 
pH range, II i, lht:rcfore e;\peded lh"l pOiass lwn ion, ",;ill adsorb onlo laic basal planes. 
The ad"orpt ion characteris tics of potassium ions onto the- hasal plarIC, or t~k Wer~ 
imTsl igated usmg surface 'f>.:eitic ToF-S tMS mea'\UClnents, jn The prcsence of 10·' M 
:;olution of KNO" and a comlanl pH of 9, Til<; normalised llltell.,;lies of K- IOns are 
shown rn Figur~ (' ,4 
r igure 6.4 shows thai the nonnal i"ed illtensitie' of potassiulll ions on the hJsal plancs of 
t~k m the pre'ellce ofpot:Jssi llln nmate s"lutkm arc sign ifiCilntiy larger than that fo r" 
blank sample. nus indicntcs thaI the aJ;.orplion of K ions lakes p l~cc on tbe basa l 
planes of talc This resu lt is a furthe r conli rmarion of the prcs.ellce of a ncga t i~c charge 
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The resulls presenred ~bove sll{lwed tflat both K~ ~nd C~O I [ ~ io]h ",lsorb onto the b~,~l 
plane; of talc. Tfle magni lude, of rh eir ~d'0'1'lio]], are compared ]fl Figure ('S The 
resulls ,how, lh~l ~ ttOC s~mt solulion ioni~ ,lrenglh, ul pH 9, th" norrnali,ed int"'''Llic, 
of ~~kl um hydroxide ions are sig: njfl c~ ntly l ~rger til"n Ihe norm~llsed Intensi ti es of 
porassium ions , This indicates. that under a simL lar ,ej of co]JJition,_ c~lcium hydroxide 
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6.2.3 i\d ~o rpljon Olt thr cugrs of lulc 
A, 1n tk case of talc ba'al planes. ToF-~ IMS measurement, were pcrtormed in 
conjunction .... il11 low rewlUlion SEM images of the talc particles rtl orocr 10 conlinn 
thaT the measurements correspond to tfk, edges "I' tile measured talc ,ample,. An 
namplc "r soch an Image lS shown 111 Figure 6,6, The rmag~s lor 11k rcmaind"r or th~ 
samples call be viewed in Appendi' fl . Unlike the images oftlle basal planes oflak. Tlle 
edg~ images display Ihe tota l Ion image in, lead ofth~ calcium image, ill order 10 make 










(A) ( II) 
Figllre 6.6 - (A) SEM image olan ec{r;e oJ a late partie/e. (Bi C(Jrresponding image of 
Ihe II)/al ion sp<. ·ctmm. SUp<.'rJmp"ed omo Ihe (Jrlgit",1 SFM image oj Ihe laic parlid~. 
11K' imag~s sh""'n m Figurt 6.6 in<.h"alc lhal lilc ToF-STMS measur~m"nL' may nOl 
l'Or!'l'SponJ to n,C cdgcs of talc. TIlc imab'Cs sho" tI,at tllC talc edges arc largely 
ob'lnJLted hi tile overlapping basal plan~, of tile laic partick~ 
Tilis means tilat the ohlall1~d ToF-SIMS iLl1ag~~ origll1at~ from th~ bent h"",al plane, 
r~lkr than lk panicle ~dges In ordlT to show a dc~rLr imagc o[ particle ~Jges. high 
resolution SEM lLn~gtS wcre obtaincd. TllC im.1g~s of an edge of ~n Ideal t~lc paniclc 
obtained by m~nu"1 cle.1 .. ~ge and a t~lc p~rtick obtained by milling 111 .1 ring mill are 
,h"wn In Fi gur~ 6.7. 
Th~ imag~' prc·'tnkd in Fi~ur~ 6.7 ,how a c,mlr.Jst bctwctn an Ideal cd!,c' "f tak 
p~t1iclcs and lllOse obtained thoogh.1 milling pnxcss. figut'e 6.7 (B) dc~['ly shows that 
tile impact of laic p.lrtick~ agoinst th~ su rtace 01 tile mIll CJu~es the cdgcs of th~ thin 
panicle, to curl up onto thcmsdvn, resulting in tilc' ~dg~~ h"ing compklely obstruct~d 
hi tllC o .. cr1~pping ba,al pl~nes, Thc coonp.'rison of tllC obtmncd Tor-SIMS dMa lor 
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Figure 6. -; (AI High re<ulU/lOn S F,.\{ image "fon edge uj an ideallal,> panicle 
ublain('d by manual rleavag<" (H) High resolution SF .-II /mage 'if an edge of Il lalt· 
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ChapleT 6 Illj 
The r~sulh ,ho" that there i, no signilicant thffcrencc betw~~n the normall",d 
intensities of 'ol1ic spec ie' ad"<lrbed on the ha'a l plane, and edges oft~lc re'pectiwly. 
Thi, app lies to buth hlank an<lnon-blank saillples, of both (vp,os of !On" This confinns 
(hat cdges of (ale are ob-cured by basal p lanes. 
Thi, prohlem ongina(e , from the sample preparailon proc~dure and is similar (0 (hal 
expe ri enced by "JaIOl,kow,ki ("Jala'kowsko o!t ,,/ 211116 j, whcre talc edge, were ohscured 
hy cutting: with" diamond blade, ~a ll >lIlg (he streaming dectric po(c'n(ial readings of 
talc edges and faces to ~ppear similar to one another , 
This m~ans that the method of sample prcparal ion of (ale edgcs rendered (he T of -S I M S 
measurements unable to pick up (he tiifterences in (he Old,orplloll of COllcium iOll' 
IlCtween the differcn( ,urbces of talc pmticl~s, Therefore the adsorption properlies of 
calct lLlll onto (l\c edg~s of talc particles rCmai nllrllmowll. 
6.1.4 Efff;'c t of met:l! ~'~lIi"n s (In talc ~urfacf;' char~e ma~nilude 
In order t() estimale the effect that buth n)ll!lo,'a l~nl ami di\aknt m~lal cal!OIIS ha,'C On 
tile ,urface charge magn itude of the talc ,ur/ace. th e ""face poten(ial of talc p~rllcle' 
needs to be ~,ril1"'ted, A CIlmmon method for m~a""'ng ,urfac~ potcntial i, ill' zeta 
potential measurements. 
A, d"cus",d in prevlOUS chapler" .;cta Jl<l(en"OlI meOlsur~ment' are no( Olpprop"ar~ for 
the usc wi(h plate lil.:e allisotroplC millerals sl~h as talc and Kaolinik The ,allL~s 
obtained fonn the'e mea'nremenl.'; sllould not be u'ed a' aooointe qUOl"tities and ,Ilould 
b,: (reatcd and refared kl a' " a ppa~cn(" 
HIlwe, er, Olpparenl .;eta poknllal ""'a,mements can be u",d OlS a hOlsi, "f CIllTIpan,on Ilf 
mineral behaviour a' a flL"Cl io" of changing so lu(io" chemistry. such as (ypc and 
concentra tion of metal cation, in solullon, It IS impor(ant til n"tc that the "btai"ed Lda 
p"tennal ,alues ,h(>uld not be (r~a(cd as ailsolu(e value, andOlS ,uch ,hould "o( u'ed to 
model the elec(rostati c ado;orption Cltergl cs of (he "letal cations. bcc~nse lhey do nOT 












Apparcnl LCla poknual mcasuremeLlts of talc particles as a lunction of cOLlccntration of 
both calc illm and l)(lta~,ium ions w~r~ pelionned al pH 9, a.< Ihi, pll i, common in 
mduslnal notalion ,yskms ofba;;.: ml' tal sulJid" Ofl'S. By !;""ping lill' pH COLlstant, lhl' 
amount of pokLlllal dclcrmi n ing io ns on tf>.;: ,urfal'e of talc is kcpt consistCLl t thrQughout 
the expcriment8_ T hi, make, ~~rtall1 Ihal rhe ~hanges in the apparent )'.eta polential 
ml'asuremcnl, arc- dul' 10 adsorption of m<:!al cations calcium iOLl> and nO I from Ill<; 
changes in the adsorpr ion of potentra l llc l~nn Lni ng: lon, rhe resul t, of the apparent uta 
pot~nlial ml'asurcmc-nt, arc- ,))Own in Figurc 6,9, 
Apparent zeta por~ntia l measurements ,hown 111 Figure n.!) are represented as a function 
of 10llll' slr~nglh as oppo""d to iOlLi~ cOllccnlralion. Tili, is donc- in order to ciirmnale 
variation in apparcnt zeta potcntial as a tlltlction of lhe rhicknc,;,; of thl: double ekctrical 
lay~r amu",! the tall' particle" as douhlc layn lhickn~" " a [unction of the iO]He 
slrength o[ I"" so lulion , 
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Figu,-e 6, Y - Zeta f",/entMI meaSllN?mCnfS oj.-vcw York Talc <IS " lime/ion oj'incl'c".<inR 
ian can!'t'nlraliml oj'b()lh calcium and p()/assiu", ions al pi r y 
The re,ult, ,h"" thallhe appar<:nl zda potc- rtt ialllll'asur,lOCrll> changc signdka llll y a, a 










n'pkr 6 '" 
nk~tlS thm th" adsorpi i on l,f bl,t h of thc'~ lOll' cau'es 'ign it, cant ch~nge' 10 tfle surface 
charge of talc ]Klrtide" maki ng them ]e" neg:ati\'~, 
Figure 6. <J also ,h(", .. , that in t he pre,~n~e of calcium iOll>. the apparent ,eta polentia] of 
talc paniclcs is reducc'd 10 a signijj~3ntJy grealer d~gre" than in the pr"scnc~ of 
pows<ium lon,. Th" indicale, that althe ,ame level of ionic ,trength (and hence at the 
same doubk lay"r thickocss), Ihe adsorption of CaOll ' ions onto th" surrace of taic 
cau'<'s ~ much greater reduction in surtaC<' polen tial of talc than that of K + ion', 
Thes" rcsults are in agreement with Ihe Tor· SIMS mc~sur"mcnts ofth~ d~nsity M' ""I 
ad-.orpti(>l]. which 'howed Ihat ('aOIl - lOllS ad,orh more densely onto Ihe basal plane, 
of talc than K+ ious, FunhenllOrtl. il has been pre,iollsly ,flo\\n that the adsorption 01 
m(>llOvaknt i(>llS (>Ill " mitJer~1 surfaces has a relatively small eftect on Ih~ ,urfuce 
charg~ of nlin~rals (Ma arid Pawlik 211(1'1). lI ow~v~r. th~ adsorphon of hydroly,able 
polyvalent catio", onto th,' surla...·,· of talc ~allscs dmLlwtic charges to Ihe magnitlKle or 
the surface charge (Fuerstenau ('/ al. 19l(l(). 
6.3 I<: FFECT OF C4.TIOI\·S ()'\~ CMC ADSORI'TlOI\' 
rhi, seclioo ~xamme, Ih" effcd of the prcse'nc" 01 both ~alcllLm and pota'Slum m~tal 
~ations in sollltioll on polymer adsorptioll. 
fhe r~,ults of the previous chaptcr showed thai CMC adsorptil,n charact~n ,tics strongly 
dcpcnd On the' ,urlacc' chargc dis lrib ll iLon of the mitJemls. The reslilts of Ilk previous 
"'ction show~d that the adsorptio n of roctal caliom onto laic cauSe, ,ignificunt changes 
to the ,urfxe TX'lential "fth" talc panicles, Work by Parolis (Parolis e/ (I/. 2(06) has 
ul", ,h."," that C"IC macromolecules arc highly suscephhle to conf'>nllalional ~harge, 
as a function l,f both the ionic ,trength ~s "ell a' the vakncy of the metal cation, 
prc,cllt m soilltion. This s"dion 1'c><.;Llscs on combined dkct that meral cations havc on 
the ,urt'a~e charge of talc as "ell a, the confonnational stru~ture of ('Me 











6.]. 1 Ol'tecti"n of C I\I C mull'cull's usin!-: TuJi-SIM S 
Th" adsorption ofC!o. lC moleCllles onto t ~ lc is studLcd by mcans ofTo~-~IMS surface 
measuremenl,_ In I)>: p,,,viol>' chapIn. ToF-1>Th1S Il~a,uremcn(s \\'ere u,~d () ~sllJnale 
the ad,orption ChantLtc'ri,tics of metal cal ions on the ,urlacc of talc ~, a function of 
panicle morphology_ 
TIle result s prCSClll cd in Ch~ptcr ., silow~d that the b~ 5al plallCS of Talc could be 
slLcce"lully ,"oialcci lor ,.oca'urCm"lll. \\')nlc the talc edges "CT" ina~"""ible due 10 
obstruction hy basal planes during Ihe sample preparal iu\l pr<xc"" Thi, ,eclion l' 
therefore I i mired In the study of the adso rption characlcnstics of CMe mo lecules on the 
basal planes of the tak punicks 
As mentioned in previous chapters. Tor-SIM~ is a sCllll-qU<lnrnam'c technique that 
aliows tlw ,\ct"c.lIon of iOlll~ ",,'ci ~, on Ih~ surface of a ml Llcra!. Becausc llw lcchniyu~ 
is oilly sem i-yuanhtative. the ~bS(l l utc rmgnitudc, of adsorpt ion caUlID! be ascet'lained 
from the norm~li,ed inlensity dat~_ I'or thi, ,,,~,on. the intensitie, are always comp~red 
to a blank sampk which sen'~, a, a rcrn,'nc~ ba",lin,,_ 
It tS import~nt tCI ,\Otc that the all thc inten sities shown in the T'!,WrcS that folio\\ arc 
nonnali,cd against the intcn,i ti., or ,i heon L01\, III order to ma ke the daLa cOlnpar~bl e 
between SOIm pks, n'e detcCl!on of polymers w itll T of-SI MS is more COll ' ple~ than the 
deteClion of'imple ion" Due to the ,ife of Ihe lo"g chain polymer molecules. the entire 
molecule cannot be dcl~ctcd by the in,tru lllCm, TlJ<: (kl~Cliolt ()('CU" by lJ~ans of 
ident ifYIng the carbo~yllc acid gmups that c~n,' the ncg~ t ive charge on the polymer 
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Figure 6.10 .x'hemal;c n'l'ro:serlla/It." o} a c.ue m",'mrno/('Cule, showing the 
n<X<lliwly ch<1,.ged "arboxylic (lc,,1 gnilip. ,,.jlh,, m"/n'ld", "dghl of6f! 
6.3.2 Effcd of cation type ami COllc('nlration on CI\IC ad~()rrti()n 
ToF-SIMS l,...,~'uremcnts "tIT performed on basal plane, of laic p~rliclc, ill (m.iel' \0 
m~a,urt CMC adsorplion as a timclion of both concentration and lyre of metal cations_ 
The" CMC used w~s rFl ll, flccau'<e it, hulk a<h;mption ~hamneri'li~s a, well as ,,,iUli()TI 
b.:haviolLl' ha\'e ball well Chal'acK'ris("d by Paroli> ('/ III (2()O(i), see Chapter 2 tor 
details_ The mc~suremenh were p"rfonlled at a constant pi I uf9, with the lOnic strength 
of 10-1 fur both ~aklum nilrate and pola,_,iuIn ntlralC solulions. 
rhc SU,1 image, of lak basal pl;m"s ",ith currc'p"mling ToF-Sltl.IS images of CMC 
ions in The presell.;e 01 hoth potassium and .;aieium iOIl< are sh"wn in Figur~ 6.11 and 
Figure 6. 12. SilllJl~r images fOf the fClllaLll<kl' of Ihe salJlples call be viewed ill 
Appendix A The ""nmii,ed inknsitics "rCMC in the presence ofbolit potassiuII] alld 











(A I { III 
Fi"ure 6.11 - (A) SEM image ulu bu"i/ plune ufa lulc "arlicl~, (Bj Curre'/}()IIding 
;UIII',. image of CltC ill Ih" presence or POhl"swm ions, )jif'~riml'"s"d onto Ih~ original 
SF.H bn"g" oj 'he 11IIr panid", with win/"'! """Iysis area 
(A) (") 
Figu,'e 6. 11- (Aj SEA! im"I'" oj u bu.m/ plane uf" laic pur/iC/", (B) C'urre>/}()nding 
i,mi,. il>l"g~ or CH(' jfl iiI<' pre">n"~ oj calcium ion" sUl'aiml'"wd onlo the ori)!.;",,! 
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Figure ~. U - Normalis"d in/ensilit'.' ol CJiC in rhe prese"c,- ufbvlh calciwlI and 
pOiaSSlIIln ion" on Ihe basal planes ollale, ,,[ Ihe ;o"ic slrength af 1).1) I, (II pH 9 
nle results sho\\ that in til<' ca'c of r.tlth mon(waknt potas>ium IOn so)(,liOlI> and 
poly,alenl calcium l(lJl, solullOns, lOC normalised ilitensiTies of C"tc are greater lhan 
lhe rckrcnce haselin, sarnpk. This indicates lhat the <>(lso'1'lion of CI.1C molecules 
Takes place on tfle hasal plane, of laic at pH 9 in the prc;,cnc~ ofbolh thesc ion types. 
Figure 6. 13 also shows thal the norm~li'ed IlIlen"ties of ('Me in th~ prcsmcc of 
CaiC1Um ,,,lullom are Ilgni lic'"ntly hlghn lhan thosc in tk presencc of pot.lssiulll 
solulion, "t the same ionic strcngtli. This mdlc~tes that CI.lC ad,orh, Inore strongly 
onto laic hllS~1 pl~nes in the presence of calcium than ,t does", the pres~nce of 
pola>SOUm at th~ ,arne ionic IlrCIIglh. Th~se findingl an: once again in agrcc'men! 
Paroli, (Parolis el al. 2004: Parolis e/ al 2006) who plwluc~d ,irnilar resulls using hulk 
~dSOl'plion technique,. 
Th"" djjTcrme~s c"n be "I1rib " tc~ 10 three fnctors: The dccrcascd m~gnitwle of 
electrostatiC repul"on I""m~~n Ih~ an i"nic polymer and th~ n~galiwly charg~d b"'al 











presence of Loc l~l hydroxide ion SIXties 011 lh~ basal planes of lak ~nabllllg al-j,l'bas.; 
imer.>etiollS between the pniyme.- 1l."leculcs a nd the tnlc slIrf.'lCe. 
It was sh()wn In IOC previous ,;celions that the presence of dille-rent cMiuns in solutioLl 
has a different effect o n tile magnit ude' of thtl ""bce charge oft~l~ 'niner.!i , . Therdorc. 
Ih" magnilud" of CMC ahsorpliun unto laic in lh~ pr",~n<x of both calcllLm and 
pOla,,"um ions al tlk: sam~ ion ic slr,;"glh can Ix compared l<l the relative magni Tude of 
Ill.: slLrfhcc charg~ on IOC lalc surJocc . 
It i, Ilnporlanl to not.: (hat the rdati\'e magllllll(k; of tal~ surface porentlal were 
"~tmn"d by app~rc-nt Lcla polent ia l l1lca,ur~rncnlS, \Vlllk th.:"" m~a,ur"mc-nt' provide 
an mkquatc comparis()n bem~cn 111in~ra l behaviour under difkrcil l che'mical 
condL tLons , They cannot he treared a, ab,olu te value, "f surface pokmial (see Ch~pter 2 
fi" detaib) 
diffac'nt cat io n" in conjunction with UK' ilppancnt /-cta puk!ltial uf talc ,url;,c~ in tlK; 
pr~ s.;ncc of thesc ca tions. 
Table Ii. I . ..\'(1rma{;sed intcnsilies oj"CJfC vs. the apparent =elo polenl;al ol/"/c ;"Ihe 
prese"ce ol ",,{dum a"d PU/(Iss;um ,'a/illians (1/ /he same ionic streng/I, 
tUft IS, h. .~O, 
0.01 IS. C~(I\O lh 
1\' "rmatiscd C\IC I DtCD,it., 
0. 17:!: 004 
0.36 + n,()J 
"pparCDI /'cla 1'"lentiat 
(mV) 
-27.73 ± LOS 
-14.40+ 0]'i 
Th~ resLLlls shown in Took 6, I indicat~ tiM! in the case of pola"iLlm sol LLtions. the low 
degree ofCMC ad"'rpt ~,n corn"ponds (u il high Il<-,g~( i\'c apparent zctil pot~nli~1 ofwlc 
pilrticlcs, This indicates that in Tile pr~""nc~ of p"t~"ium ions. lhcr~ ~~isIS a I~rg~ 











In the case of calcillm lOllS. the I1eg~ti"c nrr¥Cllt 7cla potential is much lower and 
corresponds to a higlw:r degree "r (,Mf' adsorptioll. Thi, inJi~atc, lhat the magnitude of 
electrostatic repulsion between tile CMC molecule, is Innch lowe'_ which results III 
These re,,,lb indicate tlJ:ll eledm,tatic force, pby an 
important mlc m the ad'iUrpli'>n mechanisms ()f CMe OntO rnincml b~sal piane" The 
J'csu lts ()bt~ined by T of -SI MS mcaSUJ'ClllCn), hn, c show" ~ high degree of adSorpTion of 
CaO~r "'"' on [he ,,,rfa<;c ()f lalc pali l"k" ",hieh then polcnllally imcrae! wllh CMe 
molecuics. 
Ho"c\cr, IhcSG rcs ulls do IIot take ,mo '''':C()lInt the etkct that met~l cations ha,e on the 
degree of coiiLng of CMe macromolecules. Therefore, tile effect of CM('-cation 
Interaction within tl..., ""pension medium still needs to he e~arnined 
(d .3 Inl eradiun hehHen CJ\"IC and caldum and pol:lssiutll ions 
The wlut;on inter~ction, between CMe macromolecules and calcium and p<lla"iuLTI 
lOllS pre,cnt in 'OIUlio" have heen ext~n;;,vdy studied hy i'awlis et ,,{ (2004. 20061 
using intrinsic vlsco~lly tcchnique ~. It w~s totmd thm the CMC 1ll0lecule~ underwent 
confOnllalL()nal ~hallges a, a funcli(", of the iOllie ,lrenglh ()f the catio", pre,ent in 
wlu11ull. Huwever. il was ~Iso fOllnd th~1 C~l ions h~d a sigmlic~ntly gre~ter ctkc\ on 
polymer coiling th~n K- ;0'''- This I' due to t he high affillity that cakium ions have for 
aniOnLC carboxylic aciu gHllIl" present 1m lhe pnlymer'. \~hL~h i, c(mduClve In gel 
formation (Ka,lncr':l ,,/. 1997) 
rhlS section examine' tl..., ,alllC rllCll()fllenOn Ill' means ()f intermgalmg lhe ad..orpti()n 
d~ta of CMC llwlGculcs onto the ~urfacc of t~lc obtained b\" means of ToF-SIMS 
measurements. 
The combinalion of SEM images \~ith Tot -StMS ;'mic spectra has been pre,iOLlsl) 
used in tillS w()rk HI order 10 eswblish whether or not (he adsorption ()f a gi'en iOllic 
sjlCcie, occu,", On a sjlCClfic p~rllde plane. This techni~ue C~n al", he applietl for 
exarmn ing tI..., UL '>trillu!i()n of k,"l~ spc~lral images of spc~ific km, in ,patial re lalion to 
















Figure 6.14 1mal;es uf laic has,,[ plann, (AJ SEAl imagc '!frl", bwal plane vf a laic 











Figur" 6.1 <+ tB) "nd (D) show th~ images of the distribution ofp'Jtassium lOns and ( ~IC 
moleCHles respectivdy. The image "l~lW' tbat tbe di-tributioll ofeMC on th~ p~rlide 
plan~ docs not correlate to the diStribution of potassium ions on the sam~ p:>rtic·k. Wbile 
potassium ions occur in a thin gro uping acrOS, the eentr~ of Ihe im~g~. tk Cl\ IC 
mokcuks I~k" np The r~tmitl(kr of Th" spac~ on thc hasal plan~ >urfac~. 
On the olher hand, Fig'lI"~ 6.1 4 (C) ~nd tD) sho" Th~ lrJtages of Th~ disTflhution of 
~alci ulll ions mKl CI>IC molecules respectively. The linage, ,h",. that the dlSTnb ul hlll of 
CMe molecuks on the b~,al plan~ of The Talc partick closely corr~spon<ls to ThaT of 
calcium ions. This ilidicaws tl~lt t!;ore might exist a strong rdationsh'p between t h~ 
presence of calci ,on ions amI CMC ad,ofr l;on 
It s is diff,cnh 10 Jndge' .... hether or not a corrdaTion nists hetw~en CMC and m~tal 
cations hy look ing at a sm" II num her of llnage,. N um~rical cOITebTions can be obtained 
by companng The lklrm~liscd ill1cnSlu~s of melal cations aoo CMC mol~ules in a large 
numocr of samples. 
Figlll"e 6.15 show, a plot or the nOrln.1I is~d CMC Intensities versus th~ normalised 
intensities of potassium ion, on the baS1lI plane, of talc at various ,olullon conditions. 
The resHlls were plo lted on a log-log sc'al~ in onkr to a,"eOullt filr a bi"s in tlumkr of 
sampks Wilh th~ IOnic mTen;,llics 1O"ard, lower InagniTudcs. 
Th" re""lls prcsentc"Xl in Figutc 6.15 ,how 110 significalll correlation between ("MC 
adsol'pTio n onto talc basal plan~, and the presence of pot~"nlm ions in so lution exi,ts 
Th~ coeffLe,enl of ddermi1l:ltion (R") waS e~lcubt~d to haw a low \"alu~ of 0.03 I. 
Wllll'h ,"arn~s a cOll fidence ofS I.2 o~ that a correlation ai'Ts. Till s indicates thaI a 
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Fi!!urc ~. 15 - ,"'ormalisnl in/"nsiri<.'< of CAlC ""'''-niles .<ho"''' "erslls "arma/hed 
mlemilie" ofl'o[d,simll ions on" 10[; - log scale 
S;'nilar corrdatiolls call be dmwll be(1.\'ccn th~ llOrilFll [scd illtensili~s of CMC Illoiccu lcs 
rn~ r~sul t, pre,ented in Figure 6.1 6 ,how that a 'l:ltlStic~l l y ~ignifLcant li l"'~r 
I'cl~(ionship exist~ lx:lw~~n the adsollJtion dcn ~ity ofCMC loolttuk, mJ<! thc ~[nOlln ( of 
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rebTionship. The rcsiliual plols of the' lbla an:: sho\\n III AppcndL~ {1, 
The (h~a shown in [,igure (', 16 dcmonstrates tJl~Tlh~rc CXLsts a strong relationship 
b~twee n lhe amounl of CMC "dsorhe-..! Oll the sLLrf,\~e of talc .],,-1 Ihe amollnt of ,,,OH-
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However, it was found that talc edges could not be isolated for measurement, 
due to a large degree of obstruction by the particle basal planes during the 
sample preparation process. 
• The adsorption of calcium ions on the basal planes of talc was found to take 
place mainly in the form of CaOH~ ions. These findings contradict those of 
Fuerstenau (1988), who postulated that metal hydroxide species do not interact 
with the talc basal planes. 
This finding reinforces the importance of surface specific measurements in the 
study of the adsorption of ionic species on the surface of minerals. 
• Surface specific ToF-SIMS measurements also showed that potassium IOns 
adsorb onto the basal planes of talc. The adsorption of these ions was found to 
be less dense than that of CaOH' ions at the same solution ionic strength. 
• The surface potential of talc particles (as indicated by apparent zeta potential 
measurements), at a constant pH of 9, was found to decrease as a function of 
increasing ionic strength of solutions for both calcium and potassium ions. 
However the presence of calcium nitrate solution was found to reduce the 
surface potential of talc to a significantly larger degree than in the presence of 
potassium nitrate solution at the same ionic strength. 
• The adsorption of CMC onto the basal planes of talc (as indicated by ToF-SIMS 
measuremen ts) was found to take place to a greater ex ten t in the presence of 
calcium nitrate in solution than that of potassium nitrate at the same ionic 
strength. 
• The increased degree of CMC adsorption was shown to increase with reduccd 
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• No correlation was found between the degree of adsorption of CMC molecules 
onto the basal planes of talc and the adsorption of potassium ions. This result 
indicates that no chemical interaction takes place between CMC molecules and 
potassium ions in the solution medium. 
• A strong correlation was found between the adsorption of CMC molecules onto 
the basal planes of talc and the adsorption of CaOH
L 
ions. This dcpendence was 
attributed to the decrease in the negative surface potential of talc particles as a 
result of CaOH~ adsorption, leading to a greater electrostatic adsorption of 
anionic CMC molecules. Thc correlation was further attributed to the increase 
in CMC adsorption onto the talc surface a result of an acid/base interaction with 
the calcium hydroxide groups present on the surface of talc. 
• A strong correlation was found between the adsorption of CMC molecules onto 
the basal planes of talc and the adsorption of Ca +2 ions. This correlation was 
attributed to the solution interaction between the divalent calcium ions and the 
anionic carboxylic acid group present on the CMC molecules, causing these 
molecules to coil. The increased amount of Ca~2 ions adsorbed on the basal 
planes of talc as a function of CMC adsorption is attributed to the calcium ions 
being adsorbed on the surface of talc as part of the CMC molecule itself. 
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7 Summary and Conclusions 
7.1 SUMMARISED DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 
The overall objective of this study was to investigate the surface properties and structure 
of New York talc, and its effect on the adsorption mechanisms of different types of 
polymeric depressants in the presence of calcium and potassium ions in solution. 
In order to fulfil the objective of the study, a number of experimental tests were 
performed on New York talc under a series of solution conditions, which were 
described and discussed in detail in the previous chapters. This section presents a 
summary of the key findings of this thesis and presents a critical discussion of these 
findings in the context of the available literature. An alternative model for the surface 
charge distribution of New York talc is also proposed. 
7.1.1 Talc surface charge distribution 
The basal planes of talc are widely thought to be completely neutral, while the edges of 
talc are thought to undergo a change from positive to negative at a pH ~ 2.5. These 
assertions are generally based on zeta potential measurements of talc suspensions, 
which yield an isoelectric point of talc at pH ~ 2.5. 
However, the rheological and potentiomteric titration measurements of New York talc 
have shown that the behaviour of talc is inconsistent with the currently accepted surface 
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The point of net zero charge determined by titration was found to differ significantly 
from the electrophoretic isoelectric point, because unlike electrophoretic measurement, 
titration measurements are not biased by the complex hydrodynamics of plate-like 
suspensIOns. 
Furthermore, the yield stress peak of talc suspensions did not coincide with neither the 
point of net zero charge nor the isoelectric point. Such behaviour is consistent with that 
of anisotropic minerals that carry a different electrical charge on multiple particle 
planes. 
On the basis of these findings, an alternative surface charge distribution of talc was 
proposed where the basal planes of talc carry a permanent negative charge due to 
random substitution of silicon ions in the tetrahedral layers of talc with aluminium ions 
of a lesser charge. The edges of talc were proposed to change from positive to negative 
at a pH below the point of net zero charge, as illustrated in Figure 7.1. 
Point of 
maximum 







0 pH <C 





Figure 7.1 - Prop(Ji"'ed charge distribution on the sw:face of talc 
A microprobe analysis of New York talc confirmed the presence of aluminium ions on 
the talc surface in sufficient quantities to cause significant shifts in the electrical charge 
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was further confirmed by cationic adsorption on the basal plane surface. Positively 
charged potassium ions (which adsorb onto mineral surfaces by means of electrostatic 
attraction) were shown to adsorb onto the basal planes of talc. 
The proposed surface charge distribution of talc was further confirmed by the 
rheological behaviour of talc suspensions in the presence of both anionic and non-ionic 
polymeric depressants. At high dosages of guar gum, the yield stress peak of talc 
suspensions began to approach the point of net zero charge of New York talc, due to the 
"masking" of the charge on the talc basal planes by the neutral guar gum molecules. 
The adsorption of guar gum therefore brought talc particles closer to the state of 
isotropy, where the only electrical charge having an effect on the rheological behaviour 
is that of talc edges. This showed that the change from positive to negative on the edge 
surfaces occurs at a high pH. 
The proposal for an alternative surface charge distribution of talc was further reinforced 
by the rheological behaviour of talc in the presence of anionic CMC. The addition of 
CMC was show to have an effect on the rheological behaviour of talc at pH values 
below pH ::::: 8, which approximates the net point of zero charge of talc determined by 
titration. Since CMC molecules are anionic, these results indicate that the adsorption of 
CMC takes place mainly in the pH region where talc particles carry a positive charge. 
The alternative distribution of surface charge of talc particles was verified by means of 
a number of independent experimental techniques, such as potentiomteric titration, 
rheological measurement both in the presence and absence of anionic and non ionic 
polymers, electronic microprobe measurements and ToF-SIMS measurements of ions 
adsorption. 
The exact magnitude of the electrical charge on the basal planes and edges of talc 
remains unknown. Similarly, the exact point of zero charge of the talc edges remains 
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7.1.2 Effect of talc surface charge on polymer adsorption 
The adsorption characteristics of polymeric depressants onto talc have been intensively 
studied by a number of researchers. The investigations were mainly carried out with the 
use of bulk solution adsorption techniques. 
In order to investigate the adsorption mechanisms of polymeric depressants onto talc as 
a function of talc surface charge, this study employed a relatively novel method, 
whereby the behaviour of talc suspension in the presence of polymer under various 
conditions was studied using rheological measurements. This approach was successful 
as it indicated that the differences in the inter-particle interactions of talc as a function 
of polymer dosage and type, hence relating the changes in the surface charge 
distribution of talc as a function of polymer adsorption. 
The adsorption of non-ionic guar gum onto talc was found to be independent of the 
surface charge of talc particles. This finding is in agreement with the premise that guar 
gum adsorption takes place by means of hydrogen and hydrophobic bonding and is 
therefore independent of surface charge. The results also showed that the adsorption of 
guar gum takes place mostly on the basal planes of talc, due to its effect on the 
rheological behaviour of talc suspensions. This finding is in agreement with researchers 
such as Steenberg and Harris, who found similar trends (Steenberg & Harris, 1984). 
The adsorption of CMC was found to be strongly affected by the surface charge 
distribution of talc, as it occurred mainly in the pH region below the measured point of 
net zero charge of talc. In other words, the adsorption of CMC mainly took place in the 
pH region where the talc surface exhibits a net positive charge. These results are 
consistent with the premise that electrostatic attraction plays an important role in the 
adsorption of CMC onto talc and are in agreement with the findings of other 
researchers (Morris et af., 2002; Wang & Somasundaran, 2005). 
In order to verify that the differences in polymer adsorption onto talc as a function of 
pH took place as a result of changing talc surface charge distribution and not as a result 
of changes in polymer conformation, intrinsic viscosity tests were performed on both 
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The results showed that in the case of both amomc and non-lomc polymers, no 
significant conformational changes occun-ed in the pH range tested. These results 
verified that the differences in rheological behaviour of talc as a function of pH and 
polymer addition arise from the differences in talc surface charge distribution, and not 
polymer conformation. 
7.1.3 Effect of calcium and potassium ions on the surface charge of 
talc and polymer adsorption 
The effect that the adsorption of monovalent potassium ions and divalent calcium ions 
have on the surface charge distribution of talc and consequently its effect on the 
adsorption characteristics of anionic polymeric depressants were studied using surface 
specific ToF-SIMS measurements. 
An attempt was made at the measurement of the relative adsorption densities of both 
cations and polymers as a function of particle morphology, i.e. specific measurements 
on the basal planes and edges of talc respectively. This was done by means of a 
combination ofToF-SIMS measurements with low resolution SEM images. 
The results showed that this technique could be successfully used to isolate the basal 
planes of talc particles and therefore obtain measurements of relative ion and polymer 
adsorption specifically on the basal planes of talc. However, it was found that talc edges 
could not be isolated for measurement, due to a large degree of obstruction by the 
particle basal planes during the sample preparation process. 
The adsorption of calcium ions on the basal planes of talc was found to take place 
mainly in the form of CaOH- ions. While some Ca-2 ions did adsorb on the surface, 
their adsorption density was negligible compared to that of the hydroxide ions. These 
findings contradict the findings of Fuerstenau (Fuerstenau et aI., 1988) who deduced 
that hydroxide ions do not interact with the basal planes of talc, on the basis that the 
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This finding, coupled with the finding that talc basal planes carry a negative charge, 
suggest that the floatability of talc particle may not be influenced by the surface charge 
of talc basal plancs, nor the degree of adsorption of metal hydroxide species. This 
finding highlights the importance of surface specific measurements when studying the 
effect of solution chemistry on the surface properties of minerals. 
The adsorption of potassium ions on the basal planes of talc was also found to takc 
place, but to a lesser extent than that of calcium hydroxide ions. These results were in 
agreement with the apparent zeta potential measurements which showed that the 
negative surface potential of talc was reduced to a greater degree in the presence of 
calcium ions in solution than in the presence of potassium ions. 
The adsorption density of CMC molccules on the basal planes of talc was also studied 
using ToF-SIMS measurements. It was found that CMC molecules adsorb more densely 
onto talc basal planes in the presence of calcium ions in solution than in the presence of 
potassium ions. These findings were in good agreemcnt with the findings of other 
researchers (Parolis et a/., 2004; Khraisheh et al., 2005). 
The findings confirm that electrostatic attraction plays an important role in the 
adsorption characteristics of CMC onto talc. The results are in agreement with the 
rheological measurements of talc suspension in the presence of CMC, which showed 
that the suspension yield stress was only affected by the presence of CMC in solution in 
the pH region where the net charge of talc particles was positive. 
The findings are also in agreement with the premise that CMC adsorbs onto talc by 
means of an acid/base interaction with metal hydroxide species on the surface of talc, 
since CMC adsorption density correlated with an increased amount of adsorption of 
calcium hydroxide ions on the surface of talc. 
A further factor in the increased adsorption of CMC molecules in the presence of 
calcium ions in solution was the solution interaction between polymer molecules and 
calcium ions. This was also tested using ToF-SIMS measurements, where correlations 
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It was found that no correlation exists between the amount of potassium ions adsorbed 
on the surface of talc and that of CMC molecules. There was a strong correlation found 
between the adsorption of CMC molecules and that of calcium hydroxide ions in 
solution. This correlation was attributed to the influence of calcium hydroxide ions on 
the surface of talc, which promotes CMC adsorption. 
A strong correlation was also found between the adsorption of CMC molecules and the 
adsorption of Ca ~2 ions onto the surface of talc. Since the absorption of talc in the 
absence of CMC in solution was found to be negligible, the increase in Ca +2 ions 
adsorption was attributed to the chemical interaction with CMC molecules in solution, 
whereby Ca -2 ions react with carboxylic groups of the CMC molecules, causing the 
polymer to coil. The coiling then causes a denser adsorption of CMC molecules onto 
talc. 
The increase in the adsorption density of CMC molecules in the presence of calcium 
ions in solution over that in the presence of potassium ions in solution can be explained 
in terms of the following three factors: 
• The reduced negative surface potential of talc due to denser adsorption of 
calcium hydroxide ions, causing a reduction in the electrostatic repulsion 
between the surface of talc basal planes and anionic CMC molecules. 
• The presence of metal hydroxide ions on the basal planes of talc due to the 
adsorption of calcium hydroxide ions, allowing CMC adsorption by means of an 
acid/base interaction between CMC molecules and the calcium hydroxide 
species on the basal plane surface. 
• The chemical interactions of CMC molecules with Ca-2 ions in the solution 
medium, causing an increased amount of coiling of the CMC molecules. This 
increased amount of coiling then promotes denser special adsorption of CMC 
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7.2 CONCLUSIONS 
From all the data presented in this thesis the following conclusions can be drawn: 
• The basal planes of talc carry a negative charge due to a natural substitution of 
silicon ions with aluminium ions of a lesser charge in the tetrahedral layers of 
talc. However, the exact magnitude of the negative charge is not known. 
• The edges of talc undergo a charge from positive to negative at a pH below the 
point of net zero charge of talc, mainly pH 7.7 ± 0.45. The exact point of the 
zero charge of the talc edges is still unknown. 
• The adsorption of guar gum onto talc takes place by means of 
hydrogen/hydrophobic bonding and is independent of the surface charge of the 
mineral particles. 
• The adsorption of guar gum takes place primarily on the basal planes of talc. 
• The adsorption of CMC onto talc is likely to take place largely by means of 
electrostatic attraction and acid/base interaction with metal hydroxide speCies 
present on the talc surface, and is therefore highly dependent on the surface 
charge of the mineral and the degree of adsorption of metal hydroxide species 
onto its surface. 
• The adsorption of CMC molecules onto talc is further promoted by the chemical 
interaction between the polymer and Ca +2 ions in the solution medium which 
causes an increased amount of polymer coiling, thus promoting denser 
adsorption. 
• The adsorption of calcium ions on the basal planes of talc takes place primarily 
in the form of CaOH+ ions. Since the floatability of talc particles was shown to 
remain unchanged in the presence of metal hydroxide ion species (Fuerstenau et 
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talc basal planes nor the degree of adsorption of metal hydroxide ion species on 
the basal planes of talc. 
7.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
In light of the findings of this thesis, the following recommendations can be made: 
The study of New York talc should be continued by repeating the ToF -SIMS 
measurements on the edges of talc. The samples should be prepared by means of 
manual cleavage of talc particles, in order to eliminate the problem of obstruction of the 
edges of talc by the basal planes. 
The work presented in this thesis should be extended to include talc samples from 
different deposits, with variation in factors such as morphology (e.g. Scotia talc, South 
Africa) and composition (e.g. talc formed by secondary formation by altercation of 
other silicates, e.g. talc found in the Bushveld complex). Similarly, the work should be 
extended to include other silicateous minerals (such as pyroxene and feldspar) that 
occur in PGM bearing ore deposits. 
In future studies, the ToF-SIMS measurements should be calibrated in order to obtain a 
quantitative measurement of CMC adsorption on the surface of minerals. 
The effect whereby an increased dosage of CMC from 200 g/ton to 400 g/ton causes an 
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